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INTERIM REPORT TO THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY 
COMMISSION ON RADIOACTIVE WASTE 

CLASSIFICATION 

Abstract 

The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 
assisted the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission in the development of a 
radioactive waste classification 
system that will satisfy technical, 
environmental, and societal 
concerns. 

This is an interim report to the 
NRC on work accomplished to date. 
It describes a proposed waste-
classification system that Is based 
on the final disposition oi waste 
material. The s>stem consists of 

The Nuclear Regulator Commission 
(NRC) is developing regulations gov
erning the management and disposal 
of radioactive wastes. In order to 
provide a broad data base on which 
to formulate such regulations, the 
NRC requested the Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory (LLL) to recommend a 
radioactive waste-classification 
system that would be applicable to 
all facilities generating, handling, 
and disposing of such waste. 

three classes of radioactive waste. 
The classification of any radioactive 
waste will depend primarily on Its 
hazard potential. Other character
istics such as longevity (half-life) 
will be considered also. 

The levels of hazard that dif
ferentiate the three classes of 
radioactive waste will be determined 
by ongoing work. This report des
cribes other work to be completed 
before a suitable radioactive waste-
classification system is established. 

It was apparent that research ef
fort was required to establish a 
foundation from which a practical 
classification system could be devel
oped. With the concurrence of NRC, 
ILL subcontracted Science Applica
tions, Inc. (SAI) of McLean, Virginia, 
to asslsr. in this effort. SAI 
organized a Technical Advisory Panel 
(TAP) froti various government organi
zations, national laboratories, 
industry, end private consultants to 
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consider the issues in establishing 
a practical and acceptable waste-
classification system. This panel 
brought together a broad spectrum of 
expertise and experience in all areas 
applicable to nuclear waste manage
ment. SAI summarized this work In a 
report given as Exhibit I. 

We recommend a uaste classi
fication system that we believe 
to be most practical. The system 
proposed was selected after 
careful review of several schemes. 
It is one of the two systems 
suggested in the SAI study (Exhibit I 
Section 5.3). 

Conclusions Reached on Radioactive 
Waste Classification 

The waste classification system 
should be based on the ultimate 
disposition of the waste mate
rial. 
Disposition of radioactive 
waste will be by three methods: 

Alpha-emitting material includ
ing transuranics are not clas
sified separately but should 
follow essentially the sane 
disposal criteria as other 
radioactive waste material. 

1. Discharge directly to the 
biosphere for innocuously 
low levels. 

2. Active confinement (hold-up 
with controlled or predict
able minimal release to the 
biosphere based on release 
rates and decay times) for 
low-level waste. 

3. Isolation (complete contain
ment with no expected release 
to the biosphere for geolog
ical periods of time) for 
high-level waste. 

Figure 1 gives a breakdown of 
radioactive waste in the proposed 
system. 

• In the classification system, 
the method governing the dis
position of waste should be 
based primarily on the hazard 
potential (hazard index, lon
gevity, and migration) and ex
pressed in terms of radi
oactivity per unit volume or 
mass at the time of disposal. 

s> Because small release rates are 
possible during active confine
ment of low-level wastes 
(slashed line in Fig. 1), total 
inventory limits may be re
quired on every facility so 
established. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of radioactive waste classification system. 

The four basic objectives of an 
acceptable radioactive waste-
classification system are (in order 
of priority): 
1. Protection of public health and 

safety for this and succeeding 
generations. It is recognized 
that complete and absolute pro
tection (that is, zero risk) 
for every individual who is 
living now or will live in the 
future is impossible. Some 
risks are acceptable by society 
if they are low and if the ben
efits accrued are recognized 
and shared by that society. A 
risk vs. benefit evaluation 
should be part of the founda

tion upon which a radioactive 
waste classification is devel
oped. 
the system should be developed 
upon a sound technical basis. 
The societal, environmental, 
and technical issues that arise 
should be capable of resolution 
within the framework of the 
system. 
the system should incorporate 
good economic practices. A 
system that imposes undue eco
nomic penalty would be unaccept
able. Evaluating the operating 
costs of the system in conjunc
tion with the benefit/risk 
equation will provide a sound 
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basis for the proposed classi
fication system. 

4. The system should be workable 
to all industries creating 
radioactive wastes. Generally, 
the simpler the system, the 
more workable it becomes to the 
user. 

The hazards of transuranics are 
often overstated. Although the TRU 
isotopes ar-' highly toxic because of 
their high specific alpha emissions, 
they are not the most toxic material 
known to man and should be viewed in 
proper perspective. Plutonium toxi
city has been researched for the past 
three decades and more is known about 
its behavior than most other toxic 
substances. Because of the high spe
cific radioactivity of transuranics, 
their detection in extremely minute 
quantities is possible — at levels 
far below the level hazardous to man. 

Walton A. Rodger of Nuclear Safety 
Associates in Bethesda, Maryland, has 
evaluated the potential hazards of 
TUB isotopes in radioactive waste by 
comparing them with some it-emitting 
radioactive isotopes. Some of 
Rodger's work is reported in the ac
companying Exhibit I, Appendix C, and 
Exhibit II. Depending, of course, 
on concentrations and quantities con
sidered, it would appear that the 
added costs for treating the TRUs 
differently from other radioactive 
wastes may not be justified. TRUs 

can be defined and handled according 
to the four objectives given above. 

Yet to be defined are the respec
tive levels or concentrations of 
specific isotopes in the three radio
active waste classes. However, suf
ficient study has been done at LLL 
and by SA1 and the TAP to state that 
firm values can be established (See 
Exhibits 1 and II). Whether or not 
specific quantities should be estab
lished for each radioactive isotope 
or for groups of isotopes has not 
been resolved. The differentiating 
quantities will be based on the toxic
ity and the potential hazard of the 
waste. 

In the active confinement category 
a fractional release of the total 
radioactive inventory will be assumed. 
The release may result from phenomena 
such as leaching by ground water in 
the case of shallow land burial or 
from accidents such as fire in a sur
face storage facility or perhaps from 
natural phenomenon. Each proposed 
active confinement facility will re
quire an extensive study of the envi
ronmental consequences of such frac
tional releases. A total radioactive 
waste inventory limit may have to be 
established for each facility in 
order that the effects of the frac
tional release will remain below the 
established regulatory guides. 

Isolation facilities will be rela
tively few in number. Locations of 
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audi facilities will be selected 
only alter careful evaluation. 
For purposes of establishing a 
radioactive waste classification 

system, it is safe to assume 
essentially no release of 
material to the biosphere from 
such a facility. 

Work Planned for the Future 

In order to determine the inter
face levels between waste classes, a 
systematic evaluation of practices, 
policies, and operating experience 
at existing low-level radioactive 
burial facilities will be required 
because the upper and lower bounds 
of this class will provide the key 
to the system. This evaluation will 
be done by a subcontractor. The fol
lowing specific tasks will be accom
plished: 

1. Survey characteristics of exist
ing low-level waste (LLW) dis
posal sites, both commercial 
and E.R.D.A. operated. The 
survey will include: 
• a literature review 
• a study of the NRC Task 

Group's report on commercial 
LLW burial sites 

• a study of ERDA Task Group's 
report on TRU burial ' 

NEC Task Fovea Report an Review of 
the Federal/State Program fov Regula
tion of Commercial Low-Level Radio
active Haste Burial Grounds, Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission Doc. No. 
Bureg-0217, 

To be published. 

• contact with LLW disposal 
site operators where appro
priate. 

2. Based on the above survey, de
velop a "reference" LLW burial 
site for the purpose of evalua
ting potential release func
tions of waste to the biosphere. 

3. Establish a systematic quanti
tative criterion for determin
ing the interface between waste 
classes for the proposed three-
class system. Determination 
will be based on cost benefit-
risk analyses. These analyses 
will include examination of 
difference in cost of disposal 
methods and the probabilities 
and consequences of population 
exposure to the radioactive 
isotopes in the waste material 
for the duration of its poten
tial hazard. 

4, Based on information obtained 
from the proceeding tasks, pre
pare a working document of the 
proposed waste-classification 
system. 



5. Assemble an advisory panel of 
outside experts to review, eva
luate, and discuss the working 
document written under task 4. 

6. Incorporate the views and judg
ment of the advisory panel in 
a final waste management clas
sification system report. 

7. Prepare an environmental assess
ment report summarizing signif

icant environmental impacts 
of implementation of the pro
posed waste-management classi
fication system. 

Close liaison between the Lawrence 
Livermore Laboratory, the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, and the sub
contractor will be maintained through
out the task work. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purppg° of the Program 
The Nuclear Regulatory Coiwiission has been charged with the responsIbility 

of preparing regulations dealing with the handling, processing, packaging, 
storing, and disposal of waste containing radioactive materials. In o'der to 
provide a foundation for these regulations, a working radioactive waste clas
sification system must be formulated. Th° purpose of such a system would be 
to define specific waste categories to allow for a commonly understood basis 
for managing nuclear waste between various nuclear facilities, particularly 
those producing and those disposing of the waste. The system should also be 
based on good management practices for nuclear waste considering public health, 
operational efficiency, and economics. 

This document outlines most of the various radioactive waste classifica
tion systems found in the literature and details other classification systems 
proposed during the study effort. While possible waste management criteria 
and associated numerical values are suggested In this document, no attempt is 
made in this report to recommend quantitative regulatory waste management 
criteria, 

1.2 Conduct of the Bffort 
A Technical Advisory Panel (TAP) was established. This panel represented 

a broad spectrum of expertise and experience drawn from various governmental 
organizations, national laboratories, private consultants, and industrial 
interests. A tabulation of the panel members and invited guests can be found 
in Appendix A. 

A working document was prepared and distributed to TAP members. This 
document summarized existing waste classification systems, outlined a sug
gested new system, and provided a bibliography of reference material. The 
first meeting of the Technical Advisory Panel was held on August 18 and 19, 
during which time the document was reviewed. 

Eased on the results of the first TAP meeting and comments from various 
TAP members, a second working document was prepared. This second document 
presented five alternative classification systems, all of which were formu
lated by TAP members and designed to correct deficiencies in existing proposed 
systems. The second meeting of TAP was held on September 22 and 23. Specific 



recommendations and tecnnlcal concerns were solicited in response to the pro
posed classification systems. The results of these meetings are presented In 
this final report and appropriate recommendations made. 

1.3 Classification Objectives 
All past and presently formulated radioactive waste classification sys

tems may fall into one of three categories. These are based on: (a) the 
source of the waste, (b) physical characteristics of the waste, or (c) the 
nature of the systems used to ultimately dispose of the various waste mate
rials. Factors used as a basis for waste classification might include the 
following: 

1. The toxicity and/or hazard of the waste 
2. The total quantity of waste (in curies, mass, or volume) 
3. The longevity of waste as indicated by its half-life 
4. Potential biological concentration mechanisms for various types of 

radioactivity 
5. Consideration of whether the waste was naturally occurring or of 

mattmade origin 
6. Heat production 
7. Potential economic value? 
8. Physical state (solid, liquid, gas). 
9. Is the entire material to be considered waste or is the waste a form 

of contamination of some other valuable material? 
10, Type of radioactivity (a, P, y, neutrons, etc.). 
In considering all of these factors the Technical Advisory Panel had 

certain objectives and ground rules for its operation. These included: 
• An optimal waste classification would provide for categoric segrega

tion of nuclear waste such that each category of waste can be man
aged to assure public protection without undue economic penalty. 

• The waste classification system should not be so operationally com
plicated as to discourage its effective application. 

• A "perfect" classification system is unattainable. The "optimal" 
system must be largely based upon technical judgment. There will 
likely be objections to any system which is developed. 



• Development of a waste classification system should be determined 
predominately by technical considerations Involving protection oT 
public health and safety. Economics should be a secondary factor. 
Political and public opinion aspects may be considered after tech
nical issues are resolved. 

• Nuclear waste will be assumed to have no economic value itself; 
therefore, future recovery will not be considered to be a viable 
possibility. 

• It is important that one reasonably acceptable waste classification 
system be developed and regulations accordingly promulgated at the 
earliest possible time. This would be helpful to industry in plan
ning and eliminating confusion. Almost any viable and generally 
accepted system might be considered superior to having no system at 
all. 
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Three projections of the volume of radioactive waste 
generated by the baekend of the fuel cycle are shown in 
Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. The first projection, Figure 2.1, 
was prepared by J. 0. Blomeke and C. W. Kee for a paper' 
e - itled "Projections of Hastes to be Generated" dated July 
1976. The second projection, Figure 2.2, is from ERDA-76-43, 
Volume I, Alternatives for Managing Wastes from Reactors and 
Post-Fission Operations in the LWR Fuel Cycle. The third set 
of projections is the most recent. These projections were 
prepared by LaVerne Tievorrow of Argonne National Laboratory, 
October 12, 1976. 
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Fuel cycle wastes from gene 
of electricity by UlRs using 

Volume 

High-level solidified 3-0 

Cladding hulls 8.6 

Hoble gases 1.0 

Iodine O.QI19 

LVfB tritium (water) 1U0 

P.P. tritiim (solidified) 0.3h 

Carbon-lit -
Low-level TBU 1.6 

Intermediate-level TRU 13.U 

Nontrensuranlum 600 

•Assumes a p p r o x i m a t e l y o n e - y e a r 

of 1000 MW-years 
(U-Pu) oxide fuels 

Act ivi ty Mass of Thermal 
(MCI) Actinidea Power 

(tons) <kW) 

81.5 0.85 ' 1*50 

0.8 0.017 3.3 

0.24 - 0.36 

1.25 x 10-* - 7.5 x 10"' 

7.U x 10"* - 2.3 * 1 0 - ' 

0.018 - 0.00062 

1.66 x 10" 5 

O.OhT 0.O0U 0.0U 

0.011 0.00012 0.05>i 

0.002 - a.0063 

aged w a s t e . 

FIGURE 2 . 1 
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Figure 2.3 (Continued) 



3.0 REVIEW OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS 

3,1 Introduction 
During the past few years, there have been several 

radioactive waste classification systems proposed. These 
systems include: 

1) Standardization of Radioactive Waste Categories, 
Published by the International Atomic Energy 
Agency, November 1967. 

2} Proposed Definition of Radioactive Waste 
Categories, Published by the American Institute 
of Chemical Engineers, 1967. (Since withdrawn) 

3) "The Classification of Radioactive Wastes", 
Ferruccio Gera, Health Physics, Pergamon Press, 
1974, Vol. 27. 

4) "Categories of Radioactive Waste: ANSI-N52S", 
American National Standards Institute. (Draft) 

5) Part I, AEC Manual, Chapter 0511, "Radioactive 
Waste Management", Appendix 0511, U.S. Atomic 
Energy Commission, Approved 19 September 1973. 
(Now an ERDA Manual Chapter) 

6) "Projections of Hastes to be Generated", J. O. 
Blomeke and C. W. Kee, International Symposium 
on the Management of Wastes from the LWR Fuel 
Cycle, July 11-16, 1976. 

A review of these systems follows. 
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3.2 IAEA Categories 
The November 1967 IAEA technical report tabulated 

the information submitted by eleven countries concerning 
their systems of radioactive waste classification. the 
findings were that no two countries have the same classifi
cation system and even within some countries the systems 
were different. 

The IAEA classifications first categorized the waste 
as liquid, solids or gaseous. 

Liquid Wastes 
The sub-classification under liquid wastes was based 

on activity concentration levels as follows: 

Category Activity level (A) Remarks 
1 A£l0~ jiCi/ml not normally treated 
2 10"6<A<10~3pCi/ml w/o shielding* 
3 10 <A<10 jjCi/ml shielding possible* 

—1 "" 4 
4 10 <A<10 uCi/ml shielding necessary* 4 "" 5 10 <A uCi/ml cooling necessary 

•Treatment by usual methods i.e., evaporation, ion-
exchange or chemical treatment. 

Solid Wastes 
Three considerations are present in the classifi

cation of solid waste per the IAEA system. These are: 
1) For strong beta and gamma emitters the sur

face dose rate is controlling. 
2J For strong alpha emitters the activity per 

volume (Ci/m ) controls. 
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3) For large amounts of fissile materials, 
additional packing requirements control, 
such as IAEA "Regulations for the Safe Trans
port of Radioactive Materials." 

For the three considerations, the following class
ification is suggested: 

Radiation dose (D) on 
Category Surface of Wastes (R/hr) Remarks 

1 D < 0.2 
2 0.2 < D < 2 

g-Y-emitters, dominant; 
( a-emitters are m -

3 2 < D ) significant. 
4 a activity expressed \ a-emitters dominant; 

in Ci/m I B-y-emitters in-
l significant, criticality 
' is non-problem.* 

* "Criticality is a non-problem" means that: if criticality 
is a concern with the waste, then it is assumed that the 
solid wastes are treated and/or packaged to pi.<..'ent 
criticality; also it is suggested that Pu and U wastes 
are potentially retrievable and may be separated for 
economic reasons. 

Gaseous Wastes 

The basic consideration for classification of gaseous 
wastes is activity level as expressed in Ci/m . 

Activity-level 
Category (A) (Ci/m ) Remarks 

1 A <_ 10 * Effluents not usually 
treated 

2 1 0 ~ 1 0 < A 5 10~ 6 Effluents usually treated 
by filtration 

3 10~ < A Effluents usually treated 
by methods other than 
filtration 
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Discussion 
Figure 3.1 is a schematic of the IAEA waste classifi

cation system. The following waste characteristics must 
be known to use this system to categorize any given waste: 

• Physical state Csolid, liquid, gaseous) 
• Activity level for «-dominant solids, for liquids 

and gases 
• Radiation dose at the surface for 8 - y-dominant solids 
• Radiation type, indirectly for solids. 

In addition the following factors may be noted: 
- The system is relatively uncomplicated. 
- Difficult to assess for mixtures of nuclides of dif

ferent types of radioactivity 
- Expression of radioactivity in curies gives little 

indication of toxicity or hazard potential 
- Categories give no direction as to disposal method 
- Does not consider half-life or longevity of potential 

hazard. 

3.3 American Standards Institute - AIChE Radioactive Waste 
Categories 
This waste classification system was formulated under 

the sponsorship of the American Institute of Chemical Engi-4 neers and was approved in June 1967. 

The premises on which this classification system is 
based are as follows: 

(a) The major parameter for categorization is the 
. "ratio of radionuclide concentration in the 
waste {at the time of consideration) to the MFC 
of the same waste constituents in water, air or 
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solids" in terras of MPC, MPE [exposure) or HPQI 
(quarterly intake) as recommended by the Inter
national Commission on Radiation Protection 
(ICRP). 

(b) Categorization should be done as wastes exist 
in containment or prior to release. Decay during 
storage may result in reclassification of wastes. 

(c) Individual radionuclide concentrations must be 
determined for exact categories. 

(d) . Liguids and gases are treated as fluids; solids 
require further considerations. 

(e) The smaller ICRP-MPC value should be used when 
HFC's are specified for different solubilities. 

(f) Primary categorization parameters do not include: 
chemical content, physical properties, origin, 
total amounts of waste, T, , degree of natural 
reconcentration once released. 

(g) Definitions proposed are intended for use as 
descriptive information of the characteristics 
of wastes, in judgments involving treatment, dis
posal, regulatory action, definitions of safety. 

The waste classification system is summarized by 
Table 3.1. The use of this table requires the following 
information: 

(a) Where wastes contain mixtures of radionuclides, 
the radionuclide concentration to MPC (or etc.} 
ratio is determined by using the MPC for known 
mixtures or unidentified mixtures of radio
nuclides as recommended by ICRP. 
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American Standards Institute - AIChE 
Table 3.1 

Class A (population level) 
Liquid and gas 

Solid 

Surface radiation* 

C l a s s B (occupational level) 
Liquid and gas 

Solid 

Surface radiation' 

C l a s s C (low level) 
Liquid and gas . . 

Solid 

t . r f a c e radiation 
C l a s s C - l 
Clas.s C-2 

C l a s s D (intermediate level ) 
Liquid, g a s , or solid 

Solid 

Sur r »ce radiation 
C i a s s D - l 
C l a s s D-2 

C l a s s E (high level ) 
Liquid, g a s , or solid 

Surface radiation* 
Class £ - 1 
Class E-2 

Radioactive Waste Categorization 
(Not Intended for Regulatory Use} 

^maximum permiss ible concentration ( M P O -
for members of the population at large (including 
persons living in the neighborhood of controlled 
areas) 
smaximum permiss ible quarterly intake (MPQD 
for members of the population at large (including 
persons living in the neighborhood of controlled 
areas) /kg . solid 

g maximum permiss ib le whole bod/ exposure (MPE)° 
for members of the population at large ' (including 
persons living in the neighborhood of controlled areas) 

> C l a s s A but £ (MPC) S occupational exposure (40-hr. wk) 

>Class A but •& (MPQI)** for occupational exposure/kg. 
sol id 

> Class A but S(iWPE) for occupational exposure* 
(40-hr. wit) 

>Class B but s 10* x Class B 
>Class B but g 10*X C las s B 

<<MPE)' (occupational) at surface' 
> (MPE) ' (occupational) at surface* 

> C l a s s C but £ 10* x C l a s s C 

> Class C but jf, 1 0 4 x Class C 

g(MPE) (occupational) at surface* 
>(MPE) ' (occupational) at surface' 

> C l a s s D 

5(MPE) (occupational) at surface' 
> (SIPE)"(occupational) at surface' 

••ICKPPublication 6, Recommendations of the International Commiss ion on Radiological P r o 
tection, a s Amended 1950 and Revised 1963,* (lOfi-i). Pergamon P r e s s (also references 2 and 3). 

*In the I95S report of ICKP Coramittt'e II (3,7) the recommended MPE to the gonads or the 
whole hudy i s 5 r e m . / y r . for occupational exposure. For the population at large , it i s assumed 
to be 1/100 of 5, or 0. f>5, for whole bocty genetic I'ffrci-

'Applios to surfcu't- i»f rcnlmr.t'r, object, or prn>l of liquid. 
**Ml'Qi = ( . \ l f C u for ItSSi-hr. occupational exposure) (2,200 ml . /day) (01 d:iys/q»ar:cr) 

- (MPC.) (•» .< J 0 ; ) ; M l ' C . applies to water. 
Section C of "Itajjatiun Protection-Hecotnincnrijtions of the International Commission on 

ltadiotr.jic.il Prvtevtivn" Cutopicd Sept. 3 , 1958). Pct-gamon P r e s s , l.oiirfmt (l!i;>9) (JCUi'. 
Pub. I) . 
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lb) Units of MPQI/kg are used for solids because it 
is comparable to units for liquids and gases; 
even though solids are not considered ingestible. 

As can be seen from Table 3.1, this classification 
system divides the waste into five major categories. 
Classes A, B, C, D, and E, in ascending order of radio
nuclide concentrations. The following statements can be 
made about each a= these categories: 

Class A (Population Level) 
This category includes waste with radionuclide con
centrations not exceeding (uncontrolled) population 
level MFC v.'.lues. This should not be construed to 
mean that there are no restrictions on the release 
of these wastes to the environment other than constraints 
such as "ALA?" and ALARA." 
Class B (Occupational Level) 
One or more of the nuclides or the mixture of radio
nuclides exceeds Class A limits, but no radionuclide 
or mixture in liquid or gaseous wastes exceeds the 
specified MFC (40 hr/wk) for normal occupational ex
posure and no nuclide or mixture in solid wastes ex
ceeds specified MPQI/kg for normal occupational 
exposure. 
Class C (Low Level) 
Limits on radionuclide concentrations pertain to' one 
or more radionuclide or to a mixture of radionuclides. 
Treatment of some wastes in this category may convert 
the major fraction to a Class A or B waste, leaving 
a minor fraction of concentrated wastes. 
Subclasses C-l and C-2 are based on ICRP maximum 
permissible radiation exposure to the whole body. 
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This, in many cases, would separate alpha from beta-
g arena wastes. 
(The category C is based on radionuclide content; 
the sub-categories are based on surface radiation.) 
Class D (intermediate Level) 
Generally, these wastes will be stored for safety 
and decay purposes, or converted to or incorporated 
in solids for ultimate disposal. (Incorporation 
into organic matrix or cement before disposal is 
considered for Class D wastes.) 
Sub-categories are defined similarly to Class C 
sub-categories. 
Class E (High Level} 
Generally, these wastes will be stored for safety 
and decay purposes; or converted or incorporated 
into radiation-stable solids for disposal. 
Sub-categories similar to Class D sub-categories. 

Discussion 
Figure 3.2 is a schematic of the American Institute of 

Chemical Engineers waste classification system. The following 
waste characteristics must be known to use this system to 
categorize any given waste: 

• Physical state (solid, liquid, gaseous) 
• Radionuclide content as MPC for liquids and gases 

or MPQI for solids 
• Surface radiation as MPE for solids. 

In addition the following factors should be noted: 
- Categories are indicative of potential hazards 
- Relatively simple 
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- Gives guidance as to suitable disposal method 
- Considers physical states 
- May be operationally complicated 
- Does not consider half-lifes as duration of hazard. 

3.4 Ferruccio Gera's 1968 and 1973 Waste Classification Systems 
Gera suggests that radioactive wastes should be classi-

fled on the basis of the duration of required containment. 
The clear segregation of wastes requiring containment for 
relatively short times from those presenting a significant 
environmental hazard for geologic time periods, would probably 
be sufficient. The point Gera makes is that the destiny of 
the waste is a relevant classification factor and that 
half-lives of the radionuclides contained in the waste are a 
controlling element in future waste management steps. 
(Figure 3.3 is a schematic of this proposed system). 

Tentative limits of concentration of long-lived alpha 
emitters to be used for the segregation of solid wastes 
have been proposed both in the United States and in France. 
These limits are 10 /»Ci/kg and 10,000 times MPC w, respectively. 
Concentration limits mignt not be sufficient criteria. It 
may be necessary to introduce an additional limit on the 
long-lived activity that can be disposed of in particular ' 
burial grounds. This inventory limit should be based on 
the possible transfer to man after abandonment of the 
burial ground. 

1968-Classification System 
Past work by Gera, publisher in 1968, developed a 

rigorous waste classification system based on MFC's, 
activity concentrations, Iv If-lives and exposure rates. This 
system is presented in Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 {schematically 
in Figure 3.4}. A detailed knowledge of the nature of the 
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF RADIOACTIVE HASTES 

Table 3.2 Categories of Liquid and Gaseous Wastes 
Proposed by Branca and Cera (1968) 

Categories according to 
MPC multiplication factors 

Examples of possible 
waste categories 

Categories according 
to treatment 

A: <MPC 
B: from MPC to 10 MPC 

C: froiD 10 3 MPC to 10 6 MPC 

D: from 10 6 MPC to 10 MPC 

E: >10 MPC 

A-l(Discharge) , 
A-2(Treatment; D.F.<10 ) 
B- l (Discharge) , 
B-2(Treatment? D.F.<10 ) 
B-3 (Treatment; 10 <D.F.<10 J 
C- l (Discharge) , 
C-2(Treatment; 
C-3 (Treatment; 
C-4 (Treatment; 
D-2 (Treatment; 
D-3(Treatment; 

D.£.<10 ) •? fi 

10 <O.F,<10 ) 
D.P.>10*) 
D.E.<10J) 
l<r<D.F.<10 ) 

D-4 (Treatment; D.F.>1'0 ) 
D-5(Containment) , , 
E-3 (Treatment; 10 <D.F.<10) 
E-4(Treatment; D.F.>10 J 
E-S (Containment) 

1: No treatment. 
Discharge 

2: Treatment with 
D.F. up to 10 

3: Treatment with 
D.E. between 
10 and lo" 

4: Treatment with 
D.F. exceeding 10 

5: No treatment. 
Containment 

D.F. - Decontamination factor. 
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Table 3.3 Categories of Solid Wastes According to Activity 
Concentration and Half-Life Proposed by Branca and Cera {1968) 

Croup i on the 
>. basis of 1 2 3 
\half -life T, <250 days 

11 T,»10 yr 
250 days<T<10yr 
8 711 10 yr<T, <10 ' yr Category 

T, <250 days 
11 T,»10 yr 

250 days<T<10yr 
8 711 10 yr<T, <10 ' yr a 10yr<T<10 yr 

A <10"4 <io- 5 <10"6 

-4 -1 -5 -2 ,„-6 ,„-3 B 10 -10 10 -10 10 -10 
C lO^-lO 2 io"2-io 10"3-1 
D 10 2-10 5 4 10-10 i-io3 

E >105 >104 >103 

Activity concentration in pCi/cm or uCi/g. 

Table 3.4 Categories of Solid Wastes According to 
Radiation Index Proposed by Branca and Gera (1968) 

Radiation Index 
Category i = k* at 

I <0.002 
XI 0.002-0.02 

III 0.02-0.2 
W 0.2-2 
V >2 

•Surface of waste item or package, perpendicular 
to the direction of measurement k 

<lnu 1 
1-SnT 3 
5-20mf 6 
>2Qm 19 

Coefficient k reflects the different attenuation of 
exposure rate with the distance as a function of 
source dimensions; the values are taken from 
"Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive 
Materials", p. 69 (IAEA, 1967). 
JD is exposure rate in air in R/hr, measured at a 
distance of 1 m from the waste. 
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radionuclides and their respective concentrations was 
required for use of this system. Subsequent worJt on the 
development of a functional waste classification systems 
led Gera to conclude that his 1968 proposed system and 
those comparable to it were, in his words, "rather impractical 
and not relevant to the actual needs of waste management.'' 

Gera ventures that a succinct definition of the termi
nology in use today may be a sufficient classification 
system. His proposed definitions follow. 

1973-Classification System 
High-Level Waste; 
Only the wastes provided by reprocessing of spent 
fuels or the spent fuels themselves. These wastes 
contain the bulk of the fission products and signifi
cant amounts of the long-lived a-emitters. Liquid 
concentrations are in the thousands of curies per 
liter. "Wastes are self-heating. Long-lived a-
emitters exist in concentrations too high to allow 
disposal for periods far exceeding the expected life. 
of engineered storaae structures. 

tow-Level Waste: 
Low hazard potential with activity concentrations 
not much higher than MPC's. Large volumes that re
quire no shielding and most may be treated with 
simple filtration or flocculation techniques. Solid 
wastes that can be handled without particular pre
cautions, often suspect of any contamination. 
Alpha-Bearing Waste: 
All wastes containing a-emitters in excess of some 
appropriate threshold value defined as alpha-bearing 
wastes; in particular, long-lived isotopes of trans- . 
uranium elements. 
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Cladding Waste: 
Cladding hulls and associated fuel assembly hardware 
frost mechanical decladding of spent fuel. Most of 
the activation products and portions of the sorbed 
fission products and alpha-emitters are present. 
Intermediate-Level Waste: 
All wastes not included in the preceeding categories. 
These wastes cannot be released to the environment, 
usually require treatment and shielding but not cooling-

Discussion 
The 1968 classification system requires the following 

waste characteristics be well known: 
• Physical state 
• MPC 
• Half-life 
• Activity concentration 
• Exposure rate 

In addition the following considerations should be 
noted: 

- The system is based upon potential hazard potential 
- It considers physical states 
- Provides guidance on disposition of waste 
- Tends to be complex in that it requires detailed 

knowledge of waste composition. 
These imply a detailed knowledge of the radionuclide content 
also is available for each waste. 

The 1973 classification system requires knowledge of 
the following waste characteristics: 

• Source of the waste 
• Dominant radiation 
• General operational information 
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In addition the following considerations should be noted: 
- The system is simple and practical 
- Provides guidance as to disposition of waste. 

3.5 American National Standards Institute Categories 
of Radioactive Waste (ANSI-N525) 
• In the interest of better- communications regarding 

radioactive wastes between the nuclear energy industry and 
the public, the Institute set forth definite meanings to 
terms used to describe broad categories of wastes- The 
• classification systems major parameters were the source 
of the waste in the fuel cycle and the physical nature 
of the radionuclides contained in the wastes. Tne waste 
categories specifically exclude: (a) materials being 
stored for possible future recovery of radioactive con
tents of value and (b) materials normally of use which 
are being stored for possible future removal of the 
radioactive contaminant(s). For liquid and gaseous 
wastes, the concepts used for specific concentrations 
are those of the Federal Radiation Council in the 
"Radioactivity Concentration Guide" (RCG). 

The radioactive waste categories defined below in
clude solid waste sub-categories defined by parameters 
independent of possible mechanisms of exposure. 

High-Level Solid or Liquid Waste: (material meeting 
either of the following) 
(a) Aqueous waste -stream from first cycle of 

solvent extraction, including waste streams 
from subsequent cycles separate or added to 
the first; solids or concentrates prepared 
from this first cycle and additions to it, 
where extraction cycles are intended for re
processing (not including research reactors 
< 1 MW). 
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(b) Streams from partial separations where 
. specific activity remains high. 

(c) Fuel elements from reactors (not re'search re
actors < 1 MW). 

Low-Level Liquid Waste: 
Wastes that after treatment (no more complex than 
filtration or ion exchange) can be released with 
reasonable assurance that the concentration in the 
water at the point of release will be less than the 
RCG value for the public (weighting individual RCG 
values by relative abundance of radionuclides present.) 
Intermediate-Level r.iguid Waste: 
Liquid wastes not included in High-Level and Low-Level 
Liquid Waste categories. Wastes will eventually be 
treated to yield a processed fraction of low-level 
liquid wastes and a fraction which will be added to 
high-level liquid wastes. 
Low-Level Gaseous Waste; 
Gaseous materials (including entrained or suspended 
volatile material, vapors, droplets and particulate 
matter) which after treatment (no more complex than 
conventional filtration or scrubbing) can be re
leased as specified in the Low-Level Liquid Waste 
category. 

Stored Gaseous Waste: (high-level gaseous waste) 
Gaseous or volatile material not defined in the Low-
Level Gaseous Waste category, which are stored either 
in gaseous form or adsorbed in or on a solid media. 
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SOLID WASTE 
-1- Mine and Hill Tailings 
Tailings from mining or milling of uranium or thorium 
ores, in which daughter products are dispersed 
throughout the tailings so their concentration is no 
higher in any significant portion of a tailings pile, 
than it was in original ores. 
-2- Natural Uranium and Thorium Materials 
Solid waste with no radiation content exceeding the 
usual criteria for occupational radiation safety, 
except for natural uranium, enriched uranium or 
thorium which are the limiting potential hazard in 
the handling of the wastes. 
-3- Nuclear Reactor Waste 
Material normally non-radioactive containing no 
activity except that induced by neutron or other 
subatomic particle capture. 
-4- Solid Waste Category 4 
Material containing or contaminated with fission 
products or other radioactive materials not defined 
elsewhere, such that the concentration of selected 
actinides is less than the minimum concentration as 
stated in solid waste category 5. 
-5- Selected Actinide Waste 
Material containing or contaminated with U-233, 
17-232, all transuranium radionuclides and Ra-226 at 
concentrations of >10 nci/g {10 yCi/kg). (Ra-226 
is included with the actinides* because of its com
parable properties). 
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-6- Solid Waste Category 6 
Solid material included in High-Level Solid or Liquid 
Haste category with the notation•that relatively 
saall amounts of such materials will not effect the 
status of solid waste category 4 or solid waste 
category 5. (e.g., surfac. contamination on equip
ment which has been in contact with high-level wastes 
or samples removed for analytical control purposes.) 

Discussion 
Figure 3.5 is a schematic of the ANSI radioactive 

waste categories. The following waste characteristics must 
be known to use this system to categorize any given waste: 

• Physical state 
• Source of the waste 
• Activity concentrations (liquids and gases) 
• Transuranic and Ra-226 concentration. 

In addition the following factors should be considered: 
- The system specifically excludes materials stored 

for future extraction of valuable material 
-/Does not discriminate between man-made and-naturally / 

occurring radioactivity. .-It only addresses potential 
hazards / y :-S 

- The system does not provide guidance for disposition 
of waste • 

3.6 Ab'C Manual, Radioactive Waste Management Classifications 
The classifications specified by the AEC are for use 

as definitions of wastes and terminology for AEC-assigned 
responsibilities, authorities aed procedures for radio
active waste management. The definitions do not represent 
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a rigorous, comprehensive classification system, but they 
do provide existing ground work done by ERDA's predecessor. 

Radioactive wastes in general and liquid and solid 
wastes definitions are as follows: 

Radioactive Waste - Materials of no value consisting 
of, including, or contaminated with radioactive 
material in excess of the levels or concentrations 
permitted in AEC Property Management Instructions 
for unconditional release of excess property. This 
includes (a) stored liquid, solid, or gaseous 
residues from cheruical or metallurgical processing 
of radioactive materials; (b) discarded items such 
as detective equipment and building rubble, not 
radioactive in themselves but contaminated with 
radioactive materials; and (e) discarded items con
taining induced radioactivity. Treated as a separate 
category are: (1) irradiated fuels stored for 
possible processing; (2) radioactive scrap stored 
for possible recovery of useful values; and (3) 
materials and equipment stored for possible future 
use following decontamination. 

Liquid Radioactive Waste - Solutions, suspensions, 
and mobile sludges, contaminated with radioactive 
materials. 
Solid Radioactive Waste - Material that is essentially 
dry but may contain sorbed radioactive fluids in suf
ficiently small amounts to be immobile when buried in 
dry soil. 
Classifications, based on these definitions are 

specified for common terminology as follows: 
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High-Heat Liquid Waste - Liquid waste containing suf
ficient thermal energy to require some supplemental 
means of cooling, such as cooling coils.• 
High-Level Liquid Waste - The aqueous waste resulting 
from the operation of the first-cycle extraction 
system, or equivalent concentrated wastes from sub
sequent extraction cycles, or equivalent wastes from 
a process not using solvent extraction, in a facility 
for processing irradiated reactor fuels. 

High-Lsvel Waste - (a) high-level liquid waste, or 
(bj the products from solidification of high-level 
liquid waste, or (.c) irradiated fuel elements if 
discarded without processing. 
Other Liquid Waste - Liquid waste, not within the 
definitions of high-level liquid waste. 
Transuranium-Contaminated Solid. Waste - Those con
taminated with certain alpha-emitting radionuclides 
or long half-life and high specific radiotox"city to 
greater than 10 nanocuries/gram (10 microcuries/ 
kilogram), subject to the following conditions and 
understandings: 
a. The radionuclides included are 0-233 (with its 

daughter products), plutonium, and transplutonium 
nuclides except Pu-238 and Pu-241. (Note that 
Pu-238 and Pu-241 waste should be handled as 
transuranium-contaminated waste when so indicated 
by Pu-239 impurities or when required by local 
burial criteria.) 

b. The activity density may be .averaged over the 
contents of individual shipping containers, such 
as 55-gallon drums, including materials added 
for shielding or sorption of liquids. 
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Discussion 
Figure 3.6 is a schematic of the AEC categorization 

system. The following waste characteristics must be known: 
• Physical state (solid, liquid) 
• Thermal energy 
• Source of waste 
• Transuranic activity concentration 

In addition the following factors should be considered: 
- Considers physical state 
- The specific activity does not indicate the potential 

of hazard 
- Possibly over restrictive. 

3.7 J. 0. Blomeke and C. w. Kee Definitions of Waste Types 
The above authors presented a paper entitled "Projections 

of Wastes to Be Generated" at the International Symposium on 
the Management of Wastes from the LWR Fuel Cycle, July 11-16, 1976 
The purpose of the paper was to provide a series of projections 
as to the type and quantities of wastes that will be generated 
by the nuclear fuel cycle until approximately the year 2000. 

The paper identified and discussed the following types of 
radioactive wastes: 

High-Level wastes 
Cladding wastes 
Noble-gas fission products 
Fission-product iodine 
Tritium wastes 
Carbon-14 
Low-level transuranium wastes 
Intermediate-level transuranic wastes 
Nontransuranium wastes 
Ore tailings 
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The paper defined each of these individual waste types as 
follows: 

High-level wastes are composites of the liquid waste 
streams arising from the reprocessing of spent fuels. Tnese 
wastes contain more than 99.9% of the nonvolatile fission 
products, 0.5% of the uranium and Plutonium, and all the other 
actinides formed by the transmutation of the uranium and 
plu'.onium in the reactors. 

CJadding wastes consist of solid fragments of Zircaloy 
and stainless stell cladding and other structural components 
of fuel assemblies that remain after the fuel cores have 
been dissolved. 

Noble-gas fission products, krypton separated from repro
cessing plant off-gas and packaged, together with other 
noble-gases collected. 

Fission-product iodine, whose radioactivity at the 
time of packaging and shipment is due solely to 1.2 x lo 7 

year Iodine-129, is recovered wJ4J3_â jEie±efcr.o£j*!te9& at the 
reprocessing plant. 

Tritium wastes are generated at nuclear power stations 
and at reprocessing plants. 

Carbon-14 is produced in oxide-fueled reactors principally 
by an (n,p) reaction with nitrogen-14 impurity in the fuels, 
but also as the product of an (n,m) reaction with oxygen-17. 

Low-Level transuranium wastes are defined as those solid 
or solidified materials that contain plutonium or other long-
lived alpha emitters in known or suspected concentrations 
greater than 10 nCi/g, and yet have sufficiently low external 
radiation levels after packaging that they can be handled 
directly. 
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Intermediate-level transuranium waste is defined as those 
solid or solidified materials that contain long-lived alpha 
emitters at concentrations greater than 10 nCi/g, and have 
typical surface dose rates between 10 to 1000 millirens per 
hour after packaging due to fission-product contar. nation. 

Nontransuranium waste is composed of those diverse materials 
that are contaminated with low levels of beta- and gamma-
emitting isotopes, but contain less than 10 nCi of long-lived 
alpha activity per gram. 

Ore tailings are the results of the mining and milling 
operations for the recovered of yellow cake, U^Oe-

Discussion . 
The following properties of radioactive wastes must be 

specified when using Blomeke and Kee's classification system: 
• Source of the waste 
• Kr-85, 1-129, H-3 or C-14 
• Activity concentration for long-lived a-emitters 

In addition the following factors should bf» considered: 
- The system is clear-cut in its definitions of categories 
- No guidance is provided for the disposition of waste 
- Little indication of relative hazard. 

3.8 Summary of Established Content of Proposed Waste 
Classification Systems 
Waste classification systems or methods discussed 

previously present a consensis, among those in the field, 
on some of the important considerations necessary to 
satisfy the intent of a classification system. These 
considerations appear to be: 
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• Degree of potential hazard 
• Measure of potential health hazards such as MPC's 
• Physical state; solid, liquid or gaseous. 

Of equal emphasis and importance, but less often included 
in classification systems are the following considerations: 

• Hazard duration; half-life 
• Disposal options, containers, conditions and permanence 
• Specific nuclide content 
• Specific emissions; alpha or beta-gamma emissions 
• Point of waste generation in the fuel cycle; (i.e., 

waste stream of first cycle of reprocessing, hulls, etc.) 

In many cases, the characteristics of radioactive 
waste included in the definitions of waste classes are 
overlapping or redundant. In summary, a determination of 
the most significant yet independent characteristics of 
wastes can be made and a classification system developed 
around that determination. 
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4.0 RADIOACTIVE WASTE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS 
PROPOSED BY TAP MEMBERS 

The classification systems presented in this chapter are 
those proposed for discussions in the Technical Advisory 
Panel's working sessions by the panel members. A few of these 
systens were developed in some detail. Others represent the 
basic structure a classification system might have, with only 
brief analysis of the details which may be necessary in 
applying such systems to waste management questions. 

4.1 Proposed Waste Classification System - 1 
The primary consideration in the development of classifi

cation System - 1 is the method of disposition of the waste 
aaterial. The basic criteria applied is that the method of 
disposition will provide reasonable protection to man and 
bis environment. 

The disposition methods are divided into four major 
categories as follows: 

1) Release of Effluenets. Defined as the release of 
those radioactive wastes whose concentrations are or can be 
made to comply with guidelines given in 10 CFS 20 for discharge 
directly to the environment 

2) Interim Storage. Defined as storage for an unspeci
fied length of time of radioactive wastes to await, radio
active decay; special treatment such as solidification, incinera
tion, chemical change, heat dispersal, etc.; shipment, or 
any other operation that may require retention of the waste 
for some period of time. 
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3) Active confinement. Defined as those carefully 
selected sites where nuclear waste can be disposed without 
significant insult to man and his environment., shallow 
land burial would fall into this category. 

4) Isolation. Defined as those methods that isolate 
the waste from man and his environment for long periods of 
time. Deep buri L in geological formations, deep sea burial, 
extraterrestrial disposal methods would fall in this category. 

All radioactive isotopes could be classified into two 
groups based on their potential hazard. (Similar to the 
seven groups established for radioactive shipments as given 
in 49 CFR 173.389).* It is suggested that all radioisotopes 
that fall into transport groups I and II be classifisd as 
Haste Group I. All other nuclides are classified to Haste 
Group II with the exception of Ru which should go into 
Waste Group I. This would put all the heavy element alpha 
emitters (including the TRUs) plus those hazardous beta 
emitters such as Sr and Ru in Group I. {Figure 4.1 
is a schematic of this waste classification system). 

In addition, it is proposed that concentration and total 
inventory limits be established for each individual site 
selected for active confinement. The limits for Waste Group I 
material would be more restrictive than for Waste Group II 
material. The limits would be further defined as one limit 
for the immediate time and one limit for 100 years after use 
of the site. It is suggested that 100 years be picked because 
this seems a reasonable length of time that control of the 
site can be maintained and it also is about the time that 

* 
Included as Appendix B in this report, is Part 173.389 of 
the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 49. This classifi
cation system is used for radioactive waste transportation 
purposes and has been quite functional. 
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Figure 4.1^ waste Classification system - 1 
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fission product nuclides significantly reduce due to decay 
and the TRU nuclides assume greater relative importance. 

The total inventory limits would be established after 
careful study of the site. Such factors as rainfall, sub-
terranian water flow, ion exchange in the soil, etc would 
be used to establish both the immediate and the 100 year 
limits. 

On the Other hand however, it would be expected that the 
concentration limits be the same values for all sites in 
the country. These limits should be established after careful 
Study of the potential hazard, should an unknowing entry 
into the buried material take place. Some preliminary numbers 
to illustrate the point are as follows: 

Concentration limits for Waste Group I material could be 
for immediate burial — 1.5 Ci/m 3 

for 100 year burial — 0.15 Ci/m 3 

Concentration limits for Waste Group II material could be 
for immeidate burial — 15.0 Ci/nr 
for 100 year burial — 1.5 ci/nr 

For example, assume a plant has a 55 gallon drum (volume = 
0.208m3) of waste containing 60% Sr-90 and 40% Ru-106, by 
activity. The immediate burial limit of 1.5 Ci/m 3 implies 
the drum may contain at burial: 

Sr-90 + Ru-106 = (1.5 Ci/m3} (.208m3) = 0.312 Ci 
with £.6) (.312 Ci) = 0.19 Ci of Sr-90 
and 1.4) (.312 Ci) = 0.12 Ci of Ru-106 

W. A. Rodger: Critical Evaluation of the Limits of Transuranic 
Contamination of Low Level Waste, August 1975. Nuclear Safety 
Associates, Bethesda, Maryland. 
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The 100-year limit of 0.15Ci/m implies the drum may 
contain at burial: 

Sr-SOte"*!*) + Ru-106 (e-*2fc ) = (.15Ci/m3)(.208m3) =0.0312Ci 

Since at burial there is 2/3 as much Ru-106 as Sr-90, then at 
burial: 

.0312 Ci 
Sr-90 = = 0.34 Ci 

(e-Alt) + 2/3(e-*2t) 

and Ru-106 = 2/3(.35) = 0.23Ci.* 

Since the immediate burial limits are more restrictive 
in this case, the amount of Sr-90 and Ru-106 allowed per drum 
would be 0.19Ci and 0.12Ci respectively. 

For a mixture of plutonium isotopes, the governing 
criterion will be the 100 year burial limits because of the 
long-half lives of the plutonium isotopes. This is obviously 
the case for Pu-239 with a 25,000 year half life. For shorter 
lived Pu-238(T.,2= 89y) the following example leads to the 
same conclusion. 

Assume a plant has the same 55 gallon drum containing. 
waste with a composition of 80% Sr-90 and 20% Pu-238, by 
activity. The immediate burial limit of 1.5Ci/m3 implies 
an activity limit of 0.25Ci of Sr-90 and 0.062Ci of Pu-2 38. 
The 100 year burial limit of ten times less, implies activity 
limits of O.lSci of Sr-90 and 0.0 38Ci of Pu-238. It can 
be seen that the 100 year limit is more restrictive in this 

*Note: in this example, the 100 year limit restricting the 
total activity at burial of Ru-106 is purely academic. Ru-106 
has.a one year half life and therefore one could bury 7.5 x 
10 2 6Ci of Ru-106 and at 100 years be within the activity limit 
for that drum. 
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case involving isotopes of longer half lives although they 
both are less than 100 years. 

For wastes in acceptable containers falling above these 
immediate and 100 year limits, isolation is required. Wastes 
destined for isolation from the environment should be 
divided into two subgroups depending on decay heat generation. 

This type of scheme has merit both from a regulatory 
standpoint and also from the operational standpoint. Again 
the numbers on limits were rather arbitrary and careful study 
will be needed prior to establishing these limits. 

4.2 Proposed Waste Classification System - 2 
The classification system described here was developed 

to provide the maximum in utility with complete operational 
coverage.* The system must satisfy the regulatory requirements 
and should not only be consistent with existing operational 
systems for hazardous materials, but should blend into them. 
The classification of a particular material should not 
change' as it moves through an operational system unless 
the hazard associated with it changes. The system must be 
readily applicable to all radioactive materials. 

Extent of System 
The primary consideration of the classification system was 

to serve the regulatory needs for radioactive wastes. There 
is a real iteed to movei back into the fuel cycle in order to 
provide a system consistent with operation of the various 
processes in these plants. Wastes are generated at each 
point in trie fuel cycle. The radioactive properties which 
define the hazard of radioactive wastes are also characteristic 
of many other materials in the fuel cycle, in the nuclear 

•Michael s. Karol, University of Arizona, NRC Contract 
#AT{49-24>-02-05. 
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industry in general, and in the entire range of other activities 
using radioactive isotopes. Thus the inclusion of these 
materials is virtually automatic in a system designed to 
meet operational needs by use of the properties and charac
teristics of radioactive nuclides. 

System Design Considerations 
The utility of the classification system in meeting regu

latory needs requires the system to relate the characteristics 
of the wastes to the hazards to be controlled. These character-

.. is tics include: 
1) Magnitude of the penetrating radiation 
2) Hazard Index 
3) Life of hazard 
4) Mobility of the material 

In addition, the operational requirements must be recognized 
- so that the operators may respond to the precautions inferred 
by the'classification. 

The operations that will be affected include: 
1) Chemical processing operations 
2) handling operations 
3) Emergency responses (e.g., during a fire) 
4) Transportation 
5) Waste management - disposal or storage emplacement 

Detailed consideration of these factors leads to certain require
ments or properties of the waste classification matrix. These 
are: 

1) Simplicity - the system must provide ready classifica
tion, the classes must be easily recognized and the action 
implied by the classification readily defined and implemented 
without ambiguity. 
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2) Useful - the system must provide information needed in 
operations and regulations. 

3) Complete - the system must include all hazardous 
radionctive materials. 

4) Flexible - the classification system should permit 
changes in the classification of a material whose hazard has 
changed and it should also be able to incorporate changes 
required by changes in regulations, policy, hazard assessment 
or by new technology. 

5) Multilevel - since different properties differ in 
operational importance for different operations, it is not 
necessary to have all properties identified for each. A 
simpler system for these operations can be provided by including' 
different levels of classification. 

6) Precise Definition - Each class will be designated by 
a roman numeral and each subclass by one or more letters. 

Primary Categories 
The primary categories provide operating and control 

information needed in the conduct of each of the operations. 
These relate to the handling requirements, primarily. They 
are distinguished by the need for cooling, for shielding, and 
for coping with an existing biological hazard. The most 
intense of the radioactive materials are those that require 
cooling. All such materials require shielding and present a 
large biological hazard. The next less hazardous materials 
are those requiring shielding but no' cooling. The next 
lower category is that which does not require shielding but 
contains material with a radioactive hazard if ingested or 
inhaled. These categories are summarized in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 
Waste Classification Categories 

Symbol Category Criteria 
I Requires cooling s shielding 400 W/m2 

II Requires shielding 200 mr/h* @ surface 
10 tnr/hr @ Q.9m 

III Requires no shielding would exceed MPC 
if released 

IV Requires no care (innocuous) 

An additional category has been suggested for materials that 
would be diluted below MPC in leaving the controlled area. 
If adopted, these would be IV and innocuous becomes V. 

Subcategories 
Subcategories are needed in order to delineate the other 

factors and properties of concern. One of the most important 
of these relates to the duration of the hazard. The hazards 
due to radioactive materials are complex, depending on many 
physical, chemical, and physiological phenomenon, but they 
have been quantitatively defined by other authorities so that 
we may use their definitions. We need only consider the 
changes in hazard occurring with time. Bach isotope decays 
in a precisely defined manner so that the rate of decrease or 
growth of each radioisotope and its attendant hazard can be 
readily calculated. Accurate approximations for certain 
groups of isotopes such as those from the fission process are 
also available. Ttfe then define a subcategory which classifies 
the wastes according to the time the material stays within a 
category. When this time is exceeded it will then drop into 
the next lower category. This particular subca -gory has a 
special meaning for waste management regulations in that,it 
is probably the principal criterion for distinguishing between 
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wastes that may reguire disposal with assured permanent isola
tion from the biosphere, and those that may safely be disposed 
of with less severe restrictions. The time required for the 
radioactive hazard to decrease to acceptable levels, if short 
with respect to the anticipated duration of effective management 
control, would permit the less restricted emplacement system. 
Radioactive materials that would exist as serious hazards for 
times that are long compared to the anticipated duration of 
effective management control would probably be placed in geo
logic isolation or in some other system isolated from the 
biosphere.. Note that the Transuranics when treated as wastes 
would be included in this latter subcategory. Other long-lived 
isotopes, however, may also be included, even some of those 
with "infinite" half-lives, the stable isotopes, if sufficiently 
toxic. 

The next subcategory defines the physical state or mobil
ity of the waste material and the final subcategory determines 
whether or not treatment is required for some regulatory 
consideration. These subcategories are summarized in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 
Waste Classification Subcategories 

Subcategory 

Life time for changing cate
gory. Note: An alternate 
definition could be life 
time till waste leaves cate
gory III (becomes innocuous). 

Solid 

Mobil 

Liquid 

Gaseous 

Treatment 

No treatment 

Explosive 

Fissile 

Criter- ; 

<10 year 
10-100 year 
100-1000 year 
>1000 year 

Immobile 

Hill disperse or 
become airborne if 
container is spilled 

Hill flow onto a flat 
surface from a small 
hole 

Will mix with the 
atmosphere thru a 
small hole 

Must be converted to 
another form before 
further processing 

Hot chemically stable 

Special nuclear materials 

* May be added if desired for completeness but waste materials other 
than the transuranics should have no significant fissile content. 
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Waste C l a s s i f i c a t i o n System 

A syrebol c o n s i s t i n g of s e v e r a l l e t t e r s can be used t o 
i d e n t i f y the var ious c a t e g o r i e s and subcateg?. e s . These 
are summarized i n Table 4 - 3 . 

Table 4.3 

Haste Classification 

Description 

Any material with sufficient radio
act ivi ty to require cooling. The time 
required before i t becomes II type i s 
shown by a, b, c, or d. The physical 
state i s shown as s , i , 1, or g. The 
need for treatment i s t or n and the 
explosive nature i s blank if chemically 
inert , e i f a potential hazard. 

Any material with sufficient radio
activity to require shielding. The 
other elements are as described above. 

I I I . Ja s t j e Requires control but no shielding-
a, b, c , or d now become the con
sideration for complete release. 
Other elements as described. 

A material without hazard. 

The system can be i l lustrated by classifying a few materials. 

1. Liquid waste from fuel reprocessing which includes the 

unburned transuranics, as i t i s stored on-site for eventual sol idi f icat ion. 

I (a, 1, t)-» remains in category I t i l l 1985 
II (c , 1, t)+ remains in category II t i l l 21O0-*-30OO 

III (d, 1, t)-* remains in category III t i l l 1 
Upon solidification this becomes 

1 (a, s , n ) . e t c . 
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2. Filters containing only 1 3 1 I 

II (a, s , n) 

A number of facets of the suggested system are arbitrary and 

can be adjusted to include other considerations or to improve 

overall consistency. 

The f o l l o w i n g f igure i s a reduced schemat ic o f the 
Waste C l a s s i f i c a t i o n System. 



Figure 4.2. Waste Classification System - 2 
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4-3 Proposed Waste Classification System - 3 
Briefly sketched out, the following simple classifi

cation system is based on thermal and radiation properties 
of the wastes. (See Figure 4.3) 

Thermal - Radiation would include current wastes: 
Hot - Hot "high level waste" 
Cool - Hot "hulls" 
Cool - Cool "low level waste" 

Figure 4.3. Waste Classification System - 3 
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Hot - Sot Hot - Cool Cool - Cool 
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4.4 Proposed Waste Classification system - 4 
The following rough syst^i and required criteria suggest 

a format for a waste classification system based on the 
discussions of environmental criteria. (Figure 4.4 is a 
schematic representation of this system). 

"Release-able": waste satisfying conditions less than 
those set by "lower bound" criteria. These may be 
directly released as non-hazardous wastes such as 
normal trash, garbage, or sewage without further treat
ment . 

"short-duration c-rvtainment": wastes satisfying the 
following conditions: 1) greater than those set by 
"lower bound" criteria where "lower bound" criteria 
might be developed on the basis of: 
a} comparison with natural deposits and natural 

hazards (re: some acceptable hazard lim.'.t] 
b) $1,00 per person-rem (re: 10 CFR 50, Appendix 1} 
c] MPC values less than 10 CFR 20 MFC limits. 

and 2) with hazard durations less than those specified 
by "middle bound" criteria. 

"isolation"; wastes satisfying conditions greater than 
those set by "lower bound" criteria but with hazard 
durations greater'than those set by "middle bound" 
criteria which might be developed on the basis of; 

1) WASH-1539 (Inventory committment as discussed in 
WASH 1539) 

2) be'"ween 100 years and 1000 years (re: W. A. Rodger. 
. Critical Evaluation of the Limit of Transuranic 
Contamination of Low Level Wastes, August 1975, 
Nuclear Safety Associates, Bethesda, Maryland). 
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Figure 4,4, Waste Classification System - 4 
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4.5 Proposed Waste Classification System - 5 
Early on, at the Reston meeting of TAP, a waste classifi

cation system based primarily on two disposal modes was 
suggested. Wastes would be classified first as: 

1) those wastes to be disposed of at shallow land 
burial sites and 

2) those wastes to be disposed of in deep geologic 
formations. 

Those wastes destined for deep geologic disposal would be 
further categorized as high heat or low heat wastes. Low 
heat wastes should' further be classified as those requiring 
shielding and those not requiring shielding. Figure 4.5 
is a schematic of this system. 
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Figure 4, 5 Waste Classification. System - 5 
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5.0 DISCUSSION 

5.1 Introduction 

A review of Chapters 3 and 4 indicate that all twelve 
of the classification systems presented are based on one of 
the following general conditions? 

(a) The source of the waste 
(b) Physical characteristics of the waste 
(c) Disposition of the waste. 

Radioactive waste can be labelled at its source. As 
an example, waste material could be classified as reactor 
wastes, spent nuclear fuel, reprocessing wastes, or fuel 
fabrication wastes. Further, reprocessing wastes could be. 
referred to as spent fuel cladding, liquid process wastes, 
and general process trash. Such a classification system 
does not provide any information about the nature of the 
radioactive waste or the means of handling, processing, or 
disposal. Such a system does not appear to facilitate the 
formulation of waste management regulations. 

Host of the classification systems reported in the 
literature are based on the physical characteristics of 
the radioactive waste. For example, the IAEA recommended 
in 1970 that radioactive wastes first be classified as 
solids, liquids, or tjdses. The liquids and gases were then 
subdivided by activity levels, curies per milliliter, or 
curies per cubic meter. The solid wastes were subdivided 
by surface radiation dose rate, rads per hours. The 
Technical Advisory Panel generally felt that a functional 
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waste classification system could be developed based only 
on physical characteristics. 

There are many different ways to dispose of radioactive 
wastes. It appears that some common features of various 
disposal options leads to groupings into broader categories 
of waste dispose1, methods. These features include the 
degree of containment achievable, the degree of isolation 
and the extent of social commitment required for each disposal 
option. The Technical Advisory Panel also agreed that a 
functional waste classification system should be developed 
based on disposal methods. (Disposition). 

Having reviewed and discussed the various classification 
systems, it appeared worthwhile to narrow the field to two 
prototype systems, each having distinctive attributes. These 
are: 

• System Is A multicompartmented classification system 
which provides detailed descriptions of the charac-

• teristics of wastes in each category. Such a system 
would provide guidance for all operational aspects 
of handling the waste. 

• System II: A three-category classification intended 
to give guidance as to final disposal of waste. It 
would provide that information necessary for tre/isfer 
of waste from the generator to the disposer of the 
waste. Information necessary for other waste handling 
could be given in in-plant operational procedures. 

5.2 System-I, Classification System Based on Waste Characteristics 
The intent of this classification system is to describe 

a radioactive waste with an efficient notation conveying 
'he important waste characteristics. Such a system can be 
used for all phases of waste management. 
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The important characteristics of tiie radioactive wastes 
denoted by this classification system are as follows; 

(a) Magnitude of radiation intensity ' 
(b) Physical state 
(c) Hazard index 
(d) Duration of hazard 

Radiation Intensity 

The primary level of classification is radiation 
intensity. Four levels of intensity have been assigned 
to provide information on the projected need for forced 
cooling and/or ranges of shielding required. An example 
of how these categories can be defined is as follows: 

Categories Requirements Ci/m 
4 

I Cooling and Shielding Above 10 
II Shielding 1 0 _ 1 to 10 4 

III No Shielding 10~ 6 to lo" 1 

IV No Care Below 10~ 6 

These general groupings are only guides. It should be 
recognized that in very large configurations or in contain
ment systems with good insulation. Group II materials may 
also require some type of cooling. It is also possible 
to iiave waste materials that have a Group II level of 
intensity but require little or no shielding, as might be 
the case with Pu-238 or Pm-147 contaminated material. As 
indicated these primary categories are set forth only as 
examples. The intensity of radiation can also be defined 
in units of watts per cubic meters or by any of several 
other energy per volume units. 
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Physical state 
The next level of classification logically falls to 

physical state of the waste. The simple notation of L, G, 
and 5 can be used to indicate liquids, gases, and solids,-
respectively• 

Hazard Inr'.ex 
The third level of classification or subcategory would 

be by the hazard index appropriate for each physical state. 
The most commonly.used hazard index are MFC ' for liquids, 
MFC for gases and MPQl' c l for solids. An example of how 
these hazard indexes can be applied to define classes of 
radioactive materials is as follows: 
Hazard Index Subcategory Ranqe of Hazard Index 

A. 
Liquids < M P C V 
Gases < MP' 
Solids <MPQI 

B. 
Liquids 
Gas?.s . 
Solids 

C. 
Liquids 

Prom MPC W to 10 4 MPC W 

Prom MPC to 10 4 MPC a d a 
Prom MPQI to 10 MPQI 

Liquids 
Gas?.s . 
Solids 

C. 
Liquids >10 4 MPC 

4 w 

>10* MPC g Gases 
>10 4 MPC 

4 w 

>10* MPC g 

Solids >10 4 MPQI 
The number of subcategories can.be expanded and the 

ranges of hazard indexes- can be adjusted to suite specific 
operational or regulatory requirements. 

*a'MPC - Maximum permissible concentration for water as 
defined by 10 CFR 20 Appendix B, Table II. 

^'MPC. - Maximum permissible concentration for air as 
defined by 10 CFR 20 Appendix B, Table II. 

' C ,MFQI - Maximum permissible quarterly intake is defined as 
(MPC)(2xl05). Reference AIChE, Proposed Definition of 
Radioactive Waste Categories, June 7, 1967. 
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It should be noted that the use of maximum permissible 
concentrations as a hazard index is not a direct measure 
of dose to man. Specific pathways to man must be examined 
in order to address the question of dose to man. In the 
case of radioactive iodine, concentrations of iodine below 
MPc can be concentrated to above MPC levels by the food 
chain. 

Duration of Hazard 

The final subcategory is the notation of duration of 
hazard. The duration of hazard provides information about 
the length of time required for the hazard index to drop 
below levels defined by subcategory A. The duration of 
hazard is a function of both radionuclide concentration 
in the waste and the half-life of the radioactive material. 

An example of duration of hazard subcategories is as 
follows: 

Duration of Hazard Time Required to Reach 
Subcategory Hazard Index Subcategory A 

a <10 years 
b 10 to 100 years 
c 100 to 1/000 years . 
d >1,000 years 

Again, it should be noted that the range of hazard 
durations in these specific groupings are examples. More 
subcategories, or different time periods may be appropriate 
for regulatory needs. 

The classification system then represents a certain 
waste With the notation of four symbols, and is schematically 
represented in Figure 5.1. As an example, high-level liquid 
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SYSTEM I - RADIOACTIVE WASTE CLASSIFICATION 
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waste from a nuclear fuels reprocessing facility would be 
referred to as (I LCd). Intermediate-level liquid waste 
from a reprocessing facility would be (II LCd), or (II LCC), 
depending on the plutonium concentration. Similar statements 
can be made about other types of radioactive waste with 
known compositions. If desired, other notations can be 
added to the system to denote special features of the waste 
such as a large content of fissile material, unusual mo
bility, or chemical stability. 

This waste classification system is limited to the 
description of radioactive wastes. The system can be used 
to identify radioactive wastes at any point in the generation 
of such wastes. It uoes not imply any guidelines for the 
development of regulations for handling and disposal of 
radioactive wastes or in the formulation of waste management 
critsria. These considerations might appropriately come 
into play when specific hazard indexes, hazard durations, 
and radiation intensity definitions are developed. For a 
descriptive waste classification system to be useful in 
making waste management decisions, the waste characteristics 
critical to the system must also be those critical to waste 
management decisions. 

5.3 System II - Classification System Based on Characteristics 
of Disposal Means 

The final disposal of radioactive wastes can be con
sidered to be the most important operation in any radioactive 
waste management program. It is alsd the operation that 
requires the most definition. Therefore, if a waste classi
fication system could be formulated on the basis of disposal 
options, it would provide information and guidance allowing 
the maximum flexibility for the waste generators implementation 
of waste management programs. 
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There are several methods for disposing of radioactive 
material that have been utilized in the past and several 
more methods suggested for the future. It is,' therefore, 
very important that a radioactive waste classification 
system based on disposal be broad enough to include any 
means of disposal. 

The list of suggested methods for management of radio
active waste includes the following: 

• Direct discharge or dispersal to either the 
atmosphere or surface water 

• Storage until the radioactive isotopes have 
decayed to an innocuous level 

• Shallow land burial 
• Ocean dumping 
• Deep geological emplacement 
• Ice cap emplacement 
• Extraterrestrial disposal 
• Ocean disposal (Seabed burial} 
• Deep well injection 
• Shale fracturing 

Common Features 

Various statements can be made about the degree of 
containment, degree of isolation, and degree of social 
commitment each of these disposal systems provide or 
reguire for waste disposal. As an example, direct dispersal 
to the environment provides no confinement, while deep 
geological emplacement should provide essentially complete 
containment for geological periods of time. The degree 
of social commitment refers to such ongoing functions as 
record keeping, maintenance, and system and environmental 
monitoring. Such management systems as surface storage, or 
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shallow land burial can be expected to require significant 
social and resource commitment for some period of time. 
This would include area security, repair of containment 
barriers, environmental monitoring, and record keeping. 
This social commitment would extend past the period of 
time that the disposal facility is actually receiving 
radioactive material. In contrast, after the operational 
phase is discontinued, deep geological disposal will require 
minimal social commitment to the extent of preventing mining 
or drilling in the disposal area. 

It is, therefore, possible to formulate a waste 
classification system based on disposal methods without 
being limited to the means of disposal. All disposal 
systems can be placed in one of the following three categories: 

(1) Disposal by direct dispersal to the environment 
(2) Disposal by methods requiring social commitment 
(3) Disposal by methods that provide long-term 

isolation. 

The following breakdown or categorizing of specific 
disposal methods would be as follows: 

I. Dispersal to the environment 
a. Stack discharges 
b. Liquid effluent discharges 
c. Solid disposal to sanitary land fills 

II. Disposal methods requiring social commitments 
a. Shallow land burial 
b. Storage near surface 
c. Ocean dumping 
d. Deep well injection 
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III. Dis; ..sal methods providing long-term isolation 
a. Deep geological emplacement 
b. Ice cap emplacement 
c. Extraterrestrial disposal 
d. Ocean disposal 
e. Shale fracturing 

'.ffhe categorizing of the above disposal methods dcis 
not imply that these methods are technically sound or 
acceptable. The methods listed are ones that have been 
proposed or utilized in the past. 

Having categorized the various radioactive waste disposal 
systems, how doe' that help categorize radioactive waste 
materials? The procedure for'classifying waste materials 
is to review the interfaces or breakpoints between dispersal 
and methods categorized as requiring social commitment, and 
between methods requiring social commitment and methods 
providing isolation. Figure 5.2 is a schematic of the 
classification system. Figure 5.3 lists a series of con
siderations which may be important in deciding what type 
and amount of radioactive waste can be disposed of by the 
various waste disposal methods. The purpose of the list of 
considerations is to provide the broadest possible viewpoint 
for the regulatory agencies charged with the preparation 
of waste management criteria and regulations. 

The first eleven considerations listed on Figure 5.3 
relate to the waste management criteria that would dictate 
whether a radioactive waste material could be dispersed or 
whether it would have to be contained. The Technical 
Advisory Panel's opinion was that the goal of any waste 
management program was to limit the potential radiation dose 

s' 
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SYSTEM II 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE CLASSIFICATION 

Dispersal 

Radioactive Haste 

Requiring Social 
Commitment 

(Engineered Containment) 
Isolation 

Direct discharge to 
either the atmosphere 
or surface water. 

Shallow land burial 
Storage near surface 
Ocean dumping 
Deep well injection 

Deep geological disposal 
Ice cap emplacement 
Extraterrestrial disposal 
Ocean disposal 
Shale fracturing 

Figure 5.2 



considerations in Determining Disposal 

Dispersal 
Requiring 

Social Commitment 
(Short-Duration Confinement) 

Isolation. Dispersal 
,1 

Requiring 
Social Commitment 

(Short-Duration Confinement) , i 

Isolation. 

1) . Health Effects 
2) ALARA 
3) Man-Rera Total 
4) Cost-Effectiveness 
5) Present Regulatory Guides 

ICRP and NCRP 
S) Past Weapon Test Maximums 
7) EPA (25 Mr Maximum) 
8) Natural Background 
9) Detectability 

ID) Deterioration ox Hesource 
11) Man-Rem/Mw Day 

1) Projected Effects on an 
Intruder 

2) Inventory Commitment to a 
Specific Site 

3) Social Stability 
4) Inventory Release Rates 

Figure 5.3 



to man. Nine of the first eleven considerations deal with 
various aspects of the dose-to-man question and, therefore, 
are closely related. 

There are several different types of criter; "̂ >at 
could be established to limit the type and amount 01 x. -iio-
active material that could be released to the environment by 
dispersion. As an example, absolute values for one or more 
of the following could be set. 

• Total health effects 
• Total person-rem 
• Person-rem per unit power production for electricity 

generated 
• Cost-effectiveness guideline 
• Maximum credible dose to any individual or critical 

group. 
Any discharge to the environment by dispersal which exceeds 
a predetermined value would either have to be captured or 
treated. The resultant radioactive material from such a 
capture or treatment operation would have to be contained 
or disposed of by one of the two categories of waste . 
containment methods. 

A second means of formulating waste management criteria 
would be to utilize existing regulations and regulation 
guides. As an example, present ICRP and NCRP standards 
could be used to estabj-ish limits for materials that could 
be dispersed. Also EPA's proposed limit of a maximum of 25 
millirem exposure per year from nuclear fuel cycle operations 
including waste disposal to any one person could also be 
used to limit the quantity of radioactive material that 
could be dispersed to the environment. 
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Another approach is to establish an acceptable person-
rent cost-effectiveness value. An example would be 10 CFR 50 
Appendix I, which establishes a value of $1,000/person-rem. 
All individual exposure that could be eliminated at a cost of 
a $l,000/person-rem or less would be- A different approach 
is to establish a regulatory philosophy that the dose to man 
from the dispersal of radioactive material will be maintained 
at a level that is "as low as is reasonably achievable." 
Such a philosophy is already implied by paragraph 20.1(c) 
of 10 CFR Part 20. This guidance would have to be translated 
into practical criteria. Previous examples in terms of 
dollars per man-rem or man-rem per MWe year may suffice. 
Perhaps some other approach might also be in order. 

Two of the eleven considerations listed on Figure 
5.3 which do not deal directly with dose to man are 
detectability and deterioration of resources. There is a 
strong feeling in some quarters that no level of dispersal 
of radioactive material to the environment is acceptable. 
In the case that "no release" be defined as a waste 
management criteria, then essentially the amount of 
material that can be released by dispersion would be 
limited by our ability to detect radioactivity. A strict 
literal translation of zero release would preclude any 
operations which involve radioactivity. 

Tne consideration of the deterioration of resource? 
is primarily addressed to Kr-85 releases which contami 
nate natural Krypton in the atmosphere. A waste manage 
ment criteria might be set on the basis of acceptable 
levels of resource deterioration by treating certain 
environments as potential resource bases. 
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A combination of two or more of the above approaches 
could provide a reasonable method for the development of 
regulations and waste management: criteria. For example, 
an ALARA regulatory philosophy in conjunction with a 
cost-effective calculation and a maximum acceptable 
health effect or maximum single-person dose limit could 
provide criteria defining what could be dispersed and 
what would require containment. 

The next step' is to address waste management criteria 
that can be used to determine that type and amount of radio
active material that can be disposed of by the confinment 
methods and what material must be placed in isolation. 
Figure 5.3 lists some of the considerations. 

Shallow land burial can be used as an example to 
discuss this second set of criteria. In discussions 
dealing with shallow land burial, the Technical Advisory 
Panel generally reached the following conclusions: 

• Shallow land burial should be considered as a 
disposal method which requires ongoing social 
commitment. 

• During the operational phase and during the 
first 100 years following decommissioning of 
a shallow land burial site some low-level 
discharge to the environment can be expected. 
Releases of as high as 1 x 10~ 6 of the total 
site inventory per year have been experienced 
in the past. 

• The magnitude of these releases is a function 
of several factors such as site location, 
area rainfall, geology, hydrology, engineering 
features, and operational procedures. Release 
rates are site specific and depend on these 
factors. 
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• Surface geology can change significantly in 
time periods as short as 5,000 to 25,000 
years. Social and institutional patterns 
can also be expected to change during these 
time periods. Therefore, no long-term 
containment of radioactive material should 
be expected to be maintained by near-
surface storage or disposal systems. 

• Some rate of release of radioactive material 
to the environment from radioactive waste 
management programs is acceptable. 

• Given a specific shallow land burial site 
with specific information on meteorology, 
geology, hydrology, engineering design, 
and other appropriate information, it is possible 
to est:mate the amount of radioactive material 
that would be released from that site over a 
100-year period. 

• A conservative estimate of the duration of social 
commitment to a disposal site is-^O©1years. 

As indicated, these conclusions are based on shallow 
land burial disposal. But similar statements can be made 
about storage facilities, ocean dumping, or deep well 
injection. Such statements include: 

• Degree of containment is procedure and site specific 
• Long-term containment (> 1,000 years) cannot be 

assured 
• Some estimate of release for various time frames 

can be made. 

In discussing shallow land burial, TAP reviewed.the 
possible fate of radioactive material placed in shallow 
land burial. The general opinion was that two time 
frames must be considered. The first time frame includes 
the operational phase of the burial ground and the first 
100 years following decommissioning. The second time 
frame was after 100 years-
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During the first time frame, release of radioactive 
material to the environment depends on specific site 
characteristics, engineering features, and operational 
procedures. The Technical Advisory Panel generally 
felt that sufficient data could be obtained to predict 
the release of radioactivity from a given site within 
a determined range. It was felt that the release rate 
can be assumed to be constant for each site, whereas 
the total quantity released is a function qf the site inventory. 
Accidental intrusion during the first -3rS*-years is not 
considered to be a problem because of site records and 
security systems. 

Therefore, for the first 100 years total site 
inventory would be the factor that should be controlled 
and regulated. The same discussion of waste management 
criteria previously presented on dispersal, would apply 
to determining acceptable release from a shallow land burial 
site. 

The second time frame would be after -HH) years, 
It was assumed that no records of the site exist and no 
security system is operating. It is possible that the 
site could become an agricultural area or part of a 
potable water supply system. Therefore, the inventory 
of radioactive material remaining at the site is 
important. A detailed analysis of the possible pathways 
to man from such a site must be done, and a set of 
waste management criteria must be formulated to define 
what an acceptable dose to man might be at some time 
in the future. These criteria for acceptable dose to 
man in the future may or may not be the same as those 
applied to the present population. 
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In addition to the possible exposure to man via 
*he food chain or water, accidental intrusion by roan 
into the site is also possible. Such an intrusion could 
take the form of drilling, mining, or surface excavation. 
A reasonable criteria might be that the amount of radio
active material in any one waste package should not be 
high enough to injure someone .who stumbles upon it after 
100 years. This consideration would place a limit on 
the concentration of radioactive material per unit 
volume of waste. 

As indicated earlier, actual numerical values for 
any limit on either inventory or concentration will be 
method and site specific. It is important: to note that 
total curies of activity would probably not be the units 
chosen to define either the inventory or concentration 
limits. Instead a hazard index would be utilized. 
Inventory limits couJd be based on the volume of water 
required to dilute the total site inventory to MPC W 

limits'. The reason to choose MPC as a basis for inventory 
limits is that the inventory limits are intended to restrict 
the quantity of radioactive material slowly released from 
a given site. The dose to man from the material released 
is probably by water ingestion or food chain ingestion. 
Therefore MPC is an indication of that potential dose, but 
not a direct measure. 

Other considerations in setting absolute inventory 
limits is that radioactive materials decay, therefore 
the total hazard index for a given site is always 
changing. Also, during the first time frame corrective 
actions can be taken if higher than expected releases 
occur, while during the second time frame release would 
be assumed to go undetected. Therefore, the inventory 
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limits for the first time period may be several times greater 
than the inventory limits for the second time frame. This 
would allow large curie quantities of short-lived radioactive 
isotopes to be disposed of by the second category of disposal 
methods, but might limit the longer-lived radioactive isotopes. 
Detailed analysis of the specific disposal method and dis
posal site is required to determine which of the three limits 
would be controlling. 
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6.0 CONCERNS AND OPINIONS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS 
OP THE TECHNICAL ADVISORY PANEL 

With few exceptions, members of the Technical Advisory 
Panel expressed the concern that developing a waste classifi
cation system independent of disposal mechanisms might result 
in an ultimately useless system. This concern was expressed 
primarily with respect to waste classification systems which 
were based on engineering parameters of the waste form. The 
thought was that the disposal mechanisms should be known in 
order that the correct engineering parameters could be select
ed for the classification system. An important pitfall to be 
avoided in a waste classification system is implying more 
differentiation between methods of treatment, storage or dis
posal of wastes than is scientifically warranted or technically 
useful. 

Some of the more complex systems, because of the number 
of categories, appear to have almost as many slots as a 
complete table of engineering data; but may provide less 
information than the engineering parameters. For example, 
with two engineering parameters, the nuclide and the concen
tration, the hazard index characteristic through life can 
be plotted. Conversely, with some classification schemes, 
four parameters provide insufficient data. The choice of the 
four parameters in System-I was made, hopefully to provide 
the most pertinent information with regard to waste manage
ment problems. This points out the need to develop some 
foundation in terms of waste management criteria or disposal 
methods even before a purely dercriptive classification 
system such as System-I can be rigorously developed and 
defended. 
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not directly relate to dose to man but does provide a measure 
of potential dose. A detailed review of the various path
ways of the radioactive material to man must be made in order 
to accurately evaluate the dose to man. 

Concern was expressed about the limitation of mathe
matical models to accurately predict releases of radioactive 
material from specific disposal methods. It was suggested 
that in many cases, basic information required by models was 
not available. 

The panel also felt that a risk analysis should be per
formed on the various waste management options. The informa
tion gained from such an analysis would serve as a guide to 
both the regulatory agencies and to the designers of waste 
management systems. 

Specific comments from Art Carson can be found in the 
Appendix. Also, a paper by Dr. W. A. Rodger containing 
recommended waste management criteria with associated numeri
cal values can also be found in the Appendix. 
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It was suggested that the formulation of environmental 
criteria for waste management criteria should be the first 
step in the establishment of regulations. 

Several technical cautions arose repeatedly in the 
meetings of TAP. One that is considered to be answered by 
System-ll is regarding facility decommissioning, while all 
the various decommissioning wastes, which would be transported 
from the facility site, can be treated as wastes by either 
system, the entombed* facility essentially creates a new type 
of permanent waste site, which is readily classi-i.ed as a 
waste Requiring social commitments to the waste site. 

The questions of environmental hazards and how best to 
represent them were a prominent point of discussion. To date 
the various measures of hazards all appear to have some 
degree of limitation. The most commonly used hazard index 
is the measure of the volume of water necessary to dilute 
various wastes to the recommended radioactivity concentra
tions as listed by either ICRP or 10 CFR 20 for ingestion in 
soluble form in unrestricted areas. This haza 1 index does 

•Generally, entombment includes removing the uncontaminate<! 
areas of the plant and surrounding (or perhaps filling) the 
grossly contaminated areas with concrete. To reduce the 
volume to be entombed, outlying contaminated components may 
be dismantled and placed inside the structure to be enclosed. 
Entombment of nuclear, facilities includes the following activi
ties as a minimum: 1) offsite disposal of all solid and liquid 
radioactive and nonradioactive process materials, 2) controlled 
public access to site and facility, 3) periodic physical, 
radiation and environmental surveys and inspections, 4) main
tenance and limited operatic*) of lighting systems and fire 
protection alarms, 5) removal of salvageable uncontamined • 
equipment, 6) erection of "permanent" (>100 years) barriers 
to protect the environment from radioelements, e.g., filling 
radioactive vessels and cells with roncrete, and 7) decontami
nation of the site. 
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7.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Reviewing the various classification systems and dis
cussions of the TAP/ it appears that for in-plant waste 
management operations a detailed multicompartmented waste 
classification system such as described un System I in Part 5 
of this report would be in order. System I characterizes a 
given waste at a specific point in time by several judiciously 
chosen waste characteristics. Such a system provides 144 
different classes by which waste may be identified; depending 
on the operational status of a particular waste (i.e., interim 
storage, in process or final product form) the crucial charac
teristics of the waste may be different. As an example, for 
high-level liquid waste in interim storage it may be most 
important to know the physical state and the radiation inten
sity. For a solidified waste product, it may be important to 
know the duration of hazard of that waste since it may be 
economically advantageous to store such waste prior to its 
shipment and ultimate disposal. The emphasis placed on any 
given waste characteristic will ultimately be based on waste 
management criteria and final disposal methods. This system 
allows the operator to economically optimize waste management 
procedures. For example, it allows for storage of waste at 
the operator's discretion until such time that it can decay 
to levels that it might be safely disposed of by some less 
expensive means, This would be an accep'. _ible practice as 
long as the waste remains under the operator's responsibility. 
However, for purposes of final disposal or interfacility 
transfer, a commonly understood and accepted system of classi
fication might be more appropriate. Since the in-plant 
classification system would be to a large extent at the dis
cretion of the facility operator, and would be largely 
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responsive to his own particular operations and problems, it 
might not serve as a proper basis for general regulation. 
System I is, therefore, presented here only as a suggestion 
for a thorough and comprehensive in-plant waste classification 
system, but it probably would not serve as a suitable basis 
for general regulation. 

For purposes of ultimate disposal and intert'acility 
transfer, a waste classification system as described under 
System II of Part 5 would be more appropriate. System II 
is a classification system based on considerations necessary 
in formulating disposal decisions. Since the principal 
concerns regarding radioactive waste as a potential radia
tion exposure to man and the final disposal of such a waste, 
System II is immediately useful in formulating waste manage
ment criteria and is useful in classifying waste for final 
disposal decisions a.id regulations. 

It is recommended that a waste classification system as 
described in System II provide the basis for NRC regulations. 
Prior to promulgation of such regulations it would be neces
sary to define quantitative criteria for delineating between 
the waste categories. Specifically, waste requiring isolation 
{high level), that requiring confinement.for periods where 
social commitment can be assured (low level), and waste whose 
hazard is so low that direct dispersal to the environment 
would be considered acceptable. 

Some principles and guidelines for quantitative definition 
of waste categories have been presented in this report. 
However, further study and deliberation will fce necessary to 
establish a firm and defensible basis for quantitative 
delineation of waste categories. 
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APPENDIX B 

5173.339 

Cods of Federal R e g u l a t i o n s 
Till* 49—Transportation 

% 173.389 Radioactive materials) defini
tions. 

For the purpose of Parts 170-189 of 
this chapter: 

(a) "Fissile radioactive m a t e r i a l " 
means the following material; Pluto-
nlum-238, plutonium-239, plutontum-
241, uranlum-233. or uranlum-235. or 
any material containing any of the lore-
fsine materials. See 4 173.396(a) for 
exclusions. Tissue radioactive material 
packages are Classified according to the 
controls needed to provide nuclear crit
icality safety during transportation as 
follows: 

(11 Fissile Ctasi I. Packages which 
may be transported in unlimited num
bers and In any arrangement, and which 
require no nuclear criticality safety con
trols during transportation. For purposes 
of nuclear criticality safety control, a 
transport index Is not asslsned to Fissile 
Class I packages. However, the externa! 
radiation levels may require a transport 
Index number. 

(2) FiaHe Class II. Packages which 
may be transported together In any ar
rangement nut la numbers which do not 
exceed an aggregate transport index'ol 
50. For purposes of nuclear criticality 
safety control. Individual packages may 
have a transport index of not less than 
0.1 and not more than 10. However, the 
external radiation levels may require a 
higher transport Index number but not 
to exceed 10. Such shipments require no 
nuclear criticality safety control by the 
shipper during transportation. 

<3> Fissile Class III. Shipments of 
packages which do not meet the require
ments of Fissile Class I or n and which 
•re controlled to provide nuclear criti
cality safety In transportation by special 
arrangements between the shipper and 
the carrier. 

tJoiT 1: UrsnIuic-235 exists only In eoa-
blnauon vita various percentages of uro-
Dlum-234 and urMium-238. "Fjisiia radio
active siaterla!" as applied to uraatum-235 
reran to the amount or uranlum-235 «Cu-
ally contained in the toul quantity or i n . 
alum being transported. 

NOTE 2: Radioactive materia! may consist 
of mixtures or fissile and non-fissile radio
nuclides. "Fissile radioactive material" r«e» 
to tbe amount or plutamuci-23B, plutoolum-
239. plutaniura-241, uranium-233. uraalum-
235. or any combination thereof actually 
contained ID the mixture. 2be "radioactiv
ity" of the mixture constats of tn» total 
activity or both tbe fissile and sonflssu* 
radionuclide]. All mixtures containing "Osslla 
materia!- j&al! be subject to IVHZVI. 

(M "Large quantity radioactive mate
rials" means a quantity the aggregate 
radioactivity of which exceeds that speci
fied as follows: 

(1) Groups I or H (see paragraph Chi 
of this section) radionuclides: 20 curies. 

(2) Groups III or IV radionuclides: 
200 curies. 

(3> Group V radionuclides: 5.000 
curies. 

W Groups VI or VII radionuclides: 
50,000 curies. - -

(5) Special form material: 5.000 
curies. 

(c) "Low specific activity material* 
means any of the following: 

(1) Uranium or thorium ores and 
physical or chemical concentrates of 
those ores; 

(2) unirradiated natural or depleted 
uranium or unirradiated natural tho
rium: 

(3) Tritium oxide In aqueous solu
tions provided the concentration does 
not exceed 5 miUicmies per milliliter: 

(1) Material In which the activity Is 
essentially uniformly distributed and In 
which tbe estimated average concentra
tion per gram of contents docs not 
exceed: 

(I) 0.000] mllllcurles of Group I (see 
l i m s s i t m radionuclides: or 

(ID 0.005 mllllcurles of Group IT 
radionuclides: or 

(111) 0.3 mllltcuries of Groups HI or 
IV radionuclides. 

Kon: ThU Include!, but 1i not limited to. 
materials of low radioactivity concentration 
•ucn a> residues or solution* from cltemlcaf 
processing: wastes such « building rubble, 
metal, vmad. and fabric oemp, glassware, 
paper and cardboard; solid or liquid plant 
waste, studcea. and asbeo. 

(51 Objects of nonradioactive ma
terial externally contaminated with 
radioactive material, provided that the 
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radioactive material Is not readily dls- Index shall he rounded up to the next 
pcrslble and lite surface contamination highest tenth: ce.. 1.01 becomes 1.1. 
when averaged ever an area of 1 square U> Tlie highest radiation dose rate 
meter, does not exceed 0.0001 mlUlctute In mffltrcm per hour at three feet from 
(220.000 disintegrations per minute) any accessible external surface of the 
per square centimeter of Croup I radio- package; or 
nuclides or 0.001 mWIcurlc (2,200.000 (2> For Fissile Class II packages only. 
disintegrations per minute) per square the transport Index number calculated' 
•centimeter of other radionuclides. by dividing the number "SO" by the 

Cd> "Normal form radioactive ma- number of similar package* which may 
terlals" means those which arc not sne- be transported together (see 3173.306). 
clal form radioactive materials. Normal as determined by the procedures pre
form radioactive materials are Grouped scribed In the regulations of Che a s . 
Into transport groups (see paragraph Atomic Energy Commission, Title 10. 
(h) of this section). Code of Federal Regulations. Part 71. 

(el "Radioactive material" means (J) "Type A packaging" means pack-
any material or combination of ma- using which is designed In accordance 
terials, which Spontaneously emits Ion- with the general packaging requirements 
IzuiE radiation. Materials In which the of K17324 and 173.393. and which to 
estimated specific activity la sot greater adequate to prevent the loss or dispersal 
than 0.002 mterocurles per gram or ma- of the radioactive contents sad Co retain 
Serial, and In which the radioactivity is the efficiency or its radiation shielding 
essentially uniformly distributed, are not properties If the package Is subject to 
considered to be radioactive materials, the tests prescribed In 1173.378(b). 

(I) "Removable radioactive content- del "Type B packaging" means paclc-
lnatlon" means radioactive eontnmina- aging which meets the standards for 
Hon which can be readily removed In Type A packaging, and. in addition, 
measurable quantities by wiping the can- meets the standards for hypothetical ac-
tamlnatcd surface with on absorbent ma- cldent conditions of transportation u 
tcrlal. The measurable quantities shall be prescribed In i I73.308(c>. 
considered as being not significant If <l) "Type A quantity" and Type B 
they do not exceed the limits specified la quantity" radioactive materials means a 1113.397. quantity the aggregate radioactivity of 

(g) "Special form radioactive ma- which does not exceed that specified as 
tertals" means those which, if released follows: 
from a package, might present some 
direct radiation hazard bat would pre- T^Vi&SSSl ?"*.£• T s p?.? 
sentJlltlehaardduetoradlotoxlcltyand o-i&sfciw jg-ggL $ g £ j 
little possibility of contamination. This v»«™°> 
may be the result of inherent properties t fctei a 
cf the material fsuefc. as metals or al- "/"— aai 
lays), or acquired characteristics, as „ » through encapsulation. The criteria for v.™:::::::::::;;:;::™: » 
determining whether a material meets ESSS^::::::;:;-;: '•'». 
the definition cf special form are pre- "»•"•"»—-
salbed In 1173.398(a). lEttoit that tot dlirornlum-ssz tho TW» 

Ch> rr^nspmlgwuj'meansnwone A , S i y ^ i e " o ™ p S ! S t o ™ t e ? « m L of seven groups Into which normal form 
radionuclides are classified according to < m > Containment system. Contain-
thelr radlotoxlclty and their relative ment system of a radioactive m.iteriils 
potential hazard In transportation, and package means those components of the 
as listed In 1113 390 packaging including special form encap-

(1) ••Transport Index" means the num. ^ ° " w h e ,™ ™$!™£,2!L™*T 
1^5,, H . * ™ f f . J ? ™ . . , ^ ' ^ ?* e <5«rf"K transport, whether or not Individ-
carrier during transportation. The trans- u o l v e s s e i s m the packaging retain their 
jport Index to be assigned to a package of integrity of containment, 
radioactive materials shell be deter- t n , Maximum normal operating vns-
mlned by either subparagraph U) or (2) I B r e . Maximum normal operating pres-
of this paragraph, whichever Is larger, sure means the maximum pressure above 
The number expressing the transport atmospheric pressure nt mean sea level 

xn 
KB inn mom 

4.000 
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that would develop In the containment 
aystem In a period ot 1 year, under tne 
conditions Ot temperature and solar 
radiation corresponding to environ
mental conditions of transport In the 
absence ot venting, external cooling to 
an ancillary system, or operational con
trols durlnc transport. 

lAmdc. 173-3. 33 P-R. MW3. Oct. 4, J9SS; » 
P S , 10B23. Dec. 37. 1BS8. u UKirtsa \rj 
Amat. 173-61. 37 F i t . 14633, July 21, 1372; 
AmO. No. 173-63, 37 PJL 17970, Bept. 3, 
1972J 
§ 173390 Transport group] of rodio-

nuclides, 
(a) List ot radionuclides; 

_. - ... , IwniporttwuB 
HI IV V VI VJI 

J I « H x 

s ;:;;:... 
, _ Ar-il (oaooopntlKl)' x * . :™"~. 

4*77 

B»U3 X 

X 
X 
s . „ 

Bvttlluntn) „ w n X . . 

_ . BHIi. x '..."'Z'.. 

ca-iu 
ClIdtUD (S3)...... . CVIS.. . . _ . . . . . . . . , . . . , . . . . . . . . ~=. 1 = = 
CilUralBinM) _ . CK<». X 

CMil X 
CaXua lit) _ . C M U 

. CMU 

^ZT'x'"".'.'.l'.'.'.'.7.'.'.". CMil X 
CaXua lit) _ . C M U 

. CMU 

CMMm 
C»-I3* 
CH35. 
CHS7. 

« t t e l u ( l ? } „ c i » 

X CMMm 
C»-I3* 
CH35. 
CHS7. 

« t t e l u ( l ? } „ c i » • X _ . „ . . . . . . . 

X . . . _ . 

x::..*„::::::::::::::;:." 
CuHSm <6ll}..„ Cm-2«. X 

Dj-m _ . ji 

. . . . X ,t,. 
. . . . X 
X 

it F«uorlil»(B)n« F-lft x 
. . . s 

He* fuAtnuU-K M i-liil nf laMr. 
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Transput group 
» III IV V vi VII 

AU-10S... 

..„.,_ X 
x 

"x"..*..;::::" 
.*B-U5.~ x .*B-U5.~ 

X . , 

X 

> HW .„„-„.,„„„........ __.„ X 
x I...... 

„ „ . X * 

"x"";;;;:,.„„: 
* J X * J 

„ . s * y _ ! ! / ^ "'"."%",*. ' 
PMIQ.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T PMIQ.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T PMIQ.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T PMIQ.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T 

Kg£'S?fc:::::::::: iC\..'""T.. Kg£'S?fc:::::::::: Kg£'S?fc:::::::::: 
ItecaiT WK-. . . . . . . fi-lfta x ..„„„ 

B c 4 » . . . . 
- M V - F , - . . . . . V ..„. x . 

UolrM«Kta | C > W H H . . ^ H . . . 

B c 4 » . . . . 
- M V - F , - . . . . . V 

UolrM«Kta | C > W H H . . ^ H . . . 
. x 

Ktptoafrita (BR . — - « ~ «.-— , . . . . . . . Np-23T_. X 
Np.239. X . — , . . . . . . . Np-23T_. X 
Np.239. X . x ., „.,. 

NtoUsm WD. „ . „ . „ „ . . . . . . ::::: § :;:::::: 
::L:: X 

X 
. . . . . X 

O&IPtcu. *_...——»•..**-.. _ 
0 5 - 3 1 ) 1 . . . . . . — . . . . « . . . 

::L:: X 
X 

. . . . . X ~~.~~.~~.'. 

X 

X 

S»ft»tUCC* « r-Jilot t«l««. 
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fcleoul1 IUdIooudld«l 
Transport paip 

fcleoul1 IUdIooudld«l ( n [ ui IV V VI vn 
Vr.ilf =5==fe . X 

X - :::::: 
Vl-531 . . X L.... Vl-531 

X L . . 
. .. Ht-ra . . ..".:..: x t" .:::.:::: x * " ... X 

. . . X . . . 

... X 

. . . X . . . : --; "x"::;::::::::: : --; "x"::;::::::::: 
• t o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 

: --; "x"::;::::::::: 
• t o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x . X 

X • * T 
. X 

X X 
X 
X 
X 
X . 

— 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X . 

. . . Rh-HDm. 
— 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X . 

.... 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X . 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X . 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

x :::::::::::: 
X 
X 

. ... 
X 

X 
X 

x :::::::::::: 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

x :::::::::::: 
X 
X 

X 
X 

x :::::::::::: 
X 
X 

X 
X 

x :::::::::::: 
X 
X .. . 81-31.-— f 

X 
X 

x :::::::::::: 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

. . Na-K 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X — 

Cr-ga. X 
X 

X 

X X 
X 

.. To-167 X. 
X 

X. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

• x 

X 
X 
X 
X 

• x 

X 
X 
X 
X 

• x 

X 
X 
X 
X 

• x 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
..... X 

X 
X 

X 

X — 
4 

Terbium (AS)..,, , - „ ...... 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

' " " • • * " * • • * • 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

' " " • • * " * • • * • 

X 
X 
X 

X 
x 
x 

..... 
. . Th-JM.. . „ . . . „ . . . . . . . . X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
. X . . „ . . 

Thon. . X 
T h a t . X T h a t 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

x 
X 

. . SD-113 x 
X 
x 
X 
X 

„ li-1 . . . . . . . " : : : " . : " " • ] : : : : : X 
114 <U • £03. M lmnlR9U3 

[mint, or adwliod on 
solid material). 

: : : : : : : : : : : J :::::- *' 
8to footnote* « *n4 of tftblt. 

114 <U • £03. M lmnlR9U3 
[mint, or adwliod on 
solid material). 
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S c a n t 1 Twpport croup S c a n t 1 

T It III IV V VI VII 

tv.im ".' 

::.:: U-3! X .. . . 
0-013 •. X ::.:: y.....v ".'..'.v.'.'.'.'.'.'.". 

. X 
IW». X 

. X 

V-B„™..„ 

. X 

. X 

. X 

. X V-B„™..„ 

. X 

. X 

. X 

. X V-B„™..„ 

. X 

. X 

. X 

. X V-B„™..„ 

. X 

. X 

. X 

. X 
V-I». . X 

. X 

. X 

. X 

. X 

. X X»13Ua. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. X 

. X 

. X 
x » i j } . . . . . . . . . T ^ . . . . " : : : : : : : : : . X 
XMJl. " X XMJl. " X 

X 

L' s L' s 
TMIH:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . X TMIH:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . X 
f«::;::™::;:::::::::::::::::::::;: Ztoe (M>-" — Ztoe (M>-" — 

Z t « „ . . . . 
s :::::::::::::::::: 

Z t « „ . . . . Z t « „ . . . . Z t « „ . . . . 

' Atomic (ranter shown In putntaacs. 
* UMcnipnwsM mesas m. a prossitra not decoding 11.7 PAL loosoluts). 
* Atomic tretght shown oKor tho nuUMHicllilo symbol. 
STISsftsrwlMtcUfo mntcrinl. 
(b) Any radionuclide not listed la the 

(bore table shall be assigned to one or 
the groups In accordance with the fol
lowing table: 

BsdtastUTshslHllo 
4-1.00O 
4109 IDSjasn ID'ycam 

Atonic osasbir Oraopin. anopll . . . Onap 
ML ^ III. AtamloncnlMf 81 amopl,. Graopl.... Do. •MOW. 
More I: No unlisted radionuclide .tnli t» 

•ulgntd to Croups IV. V, VI, or VTX 
(e) For mixtures or radionuclides the 

following shall apply: 
(I) If the Identity and respective 

activity of each radionuclide are known, 
the permissible activity op each radio
nuclide shnll be such that the sum, for all 
groups present, or the ratio between the 
total activity for each group to the per
missible activity far each group nil] not 
be greater than unity. 

<2) If the groups of the radionuclides 
arc known but the amount In each group 
cannot be reasonably determined, the 
nitxturc shall be osslcncd to the most 
restrictive group present. 

(3) If the identity of all or some of the 
radionuclides cannot ba reasonably 
dctcrmlnrd, each of these unidentified 
radionuclides shall be considered as be
longing to the most restrictive group 
which cannot be positively excluded. 

M) Mixtures consisting a: a single 
radioactive decay chain where the radio
nuclides are In the naturally occurring 
proportions shall be considered as con
sisting of a single radionuclide. The croup 
and activity shall be that or the first 
member present Ui the chain, except II a 
radionuclide "x" has a half-life longer 
than that of that first member and an 
activity greater than that of any other 
member Including the first at any tune 
durlns transportation; In that cose, the 
transport group of the nuclide "x" and 
the activity of the mixture shall be the 
maximum activity of that nuclide "x" 
during transportation. 
IArndt 113-0,33 F.R. 14999, Oct. i, 1S0S| 
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'Critical Evaluation of the Limit of 
Transuranic Contamination r>f Low Level Waste 

by 

Walton A Rodger 
Nuclear Safety Associates 

Bethesda, Maryland 

Throughout this afternoon's session we have heard details of the kinds 
arid quantities of wastes which will he produced at reprocessing plants. 
It is the purpose of this paper to consider the effect upon these reprocessing 
wastes, and the potential effect upon reactor and other fuel cycle wastes, 
of the use of a transuranic limit of 10 nanocuries/grara. 

The "limit" of 10 nanocuries/grara has not as yet been set finally and 
fully in Regulatory concrete. But it is close enough to being set that 
If vigorous and resolute troweling does not very soon take place, the surface 
of the walkway will forever be gouged and blemished. 

Ten nanocuries/graro is a classic example of regulation b - bureaucratic 
fiati vithout consideration of what level is really required, without 
benefit of environmental impact statement, without benefit of cost-benefit 
studies—and certainly without benefit of clergy. It is a level selected 
arbitrarily by the AEC (ERDA Division) as guidance to its contractors for 
Segregation of,waste for possible (emphasis mine) later transfer to a 
National Repository. It is a level which has been suggested by AEC 
(NRC Division) as a footnote to a proposed rule making. It is a level 
which has been enthusiastically embraced by over-zealous State Regulatory 
types to the point it has essentially become law by default. It is a 
crying shame! 

In order to properly determine a limit for transuranic contamination, 
we must first define what it is we are trying to accomplish. Ue must establish 
who it is we are trying to protect and from what. Sis years ago in a 
paper given at Bal Harbour this author suggested that our Regulators haul 
not answered these two questions. *' They still haven't. There ar« only 
two plausible answers to these questions. We are trying either: 

1) to protect the air and water supply of the general public from 
contamination at levels approaching MPC, in either the immediate or long-
term future. Or 

2) to protect any individual nt any time in the future from scumbling 
onto the material an J oitHur uating or more likely breathing the nuiti'riul in 
sufficient quantity to injure himself. 
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The first of these goals is a sine qua non for any acceptable waste dis
posal system. It is highly unlikely that the second can he guaranteed-
no matter what we do, and it is highly questionable that it should be done, 
even if it could be done. Let us first consider reprocessing wastes in 
light of these two goals. 

High Level Wastes 

Earlier papers in this session have shown that solidified high level 
waste, the only reprocessing waste which has received any in-depth consid
eration, represents only 3% of the volume of wastes produced by a repro-
cessor. This waste is the only self-heating waste produced. It contains 
essentially all of the fission products, americium and curium from the 
spent fuel; it also contains 1 to 2 percent of the plutonium and up to 
1 percent of the uranium. It has already beed edicted that this waste must 
go to the National Repository—whether because of its fission product 
content or of its transuranic content is not completely clear. 

Figure 1 illustrates the character of the high level waste as a potential 
contaminator of drinking water. (It is presumed that in any event waste 
would be buried Sufficiently deep that the possibility of air contamination 
is eliminated.) The left-hand ordinate of Figure 1 gives the volume of 
water required to dilute the waste products from a tonne of fuel to drinking 
water tolerance, a value which I have called the hazard index. The right 
hand ordinate gives the length of time a small creek (10 cc/sec = 350 CFS) 
would have to run to produce the amount of water called for by the hazard 
index. The abscissa is time of decay. The backup calculations for Figure 1 
are given in Table 1. A number of interesting observations can be drawn 
from Figure 1. 

1) When the waste is shipped to the repository (after 10 years on-
site storage) 28-year Sr-90 accounts for 995S of the total hazard potential. 
It continues to be greater than half of the total Cor 300 years. 

2) At the end of 300 years the hazard potential has dropped by a 
factor of just about 1000. At that time the flow of our small (107 cc/sec) 
creek would dilute the vraste frost a tonne of fuel to drinking water tolerance 
in less than a year. 

3) From 300 to 1000 years the hazard index is dominated by 458-year 
Am-241. At the end of 1000 years the total hazard index has dropped by a 
factor of about 5000 and it is then no greater than that of the natural 
ore which produced that tonne of fuel in the first place. Our small strenra 
would diT-'te the entire tonne to drinking water tolerance in about 100 days. 
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4) Fron then on decay proceeds more slowly. From 1000 to 10,000 
years the hazard index is dominated by 8000-year Am-243. Fron 10,000 to 
50,000 years 24,300-year tu-239 dominates. This is the only period of time 
during which any plutonium isotope is the dominant factor. After 50t000 years 
the hazard index has been reduced by a. factor of 70,000 and our small 
stream would require bat three days to dilute the remaining activity to 
drinking water tolerance. 

5) From 50,000 to 2,000,000 years the dominant activity is ita-225— 
not a transuranic. After 2,000,000 years the hazard index has been reduced 
by a factor of 5,000,000. Our small stream would need one hour to dilute 
the remaining waste products to drinking water tolerance. The waste still 
exceeds the "magic" 10 nanocuries/graiu by a factor of about 100! 

6) After 2,000,000 years and for the next 8,000,000 years a trans
uranic, 2.2 million-year Kp-237, takes over as the dominant isotope. 
During this period, after a total of 4,000,000 years have elapsed, the 
waste reaches the hazard index of pure U-233 (no U-235 and no daughter 
products; remember too that U-233 is three to 90 times as toxic as a heavy 
metal than it is as a radiological hazard). At this point the hazard index 
has been reduced by a factor of 20 million and our small stream would 
dilute the remaining waste products to drinking water tolerance in less 
than 15 minutes. Vet the waste is still about 30 times the "magic" 
number! 

7) After 10 years the waste becomes a uranium waste with the 235, 
236, and 2-33 isotopes all contributing. Aftar about 40 million years the 
waste finally reaches 10 nanocuries/gram, Bingo! At that point the small 
Stream will dilute the 10 nanocuries/gram to drinking water tolerance in 
a feu seconds. Mirabile Dictu! 

From the above I draw the following conclusions: 
1) Xn order to meet the first, and most important criterion—the pro

tection of public water supplies—we need design only for the Sr-90 concent. 
2) By the time any transuranic component becomes important the 

magnitude of the problem has been reduced by a factor of 1000. 
3) I can conceive of no process, geologic or galactic, which would 

thereafter convert a problem which has been under control for a millcnium 
to one which is out of control. 

4) Therefore at the end of 1000 years the problem has been solved. 
5) It follows that there is no need to impose any transuranic limit 

on high level waste insofar as protecting public water supplies, nor or 
at any time in the future, is concerned. 

6) V!e shall consider the "stumbler number" iu connection with other 
reprocessing wastes. 

NUCLEAR S.UTTY ASSOCIATE 
8/28/75 
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Spent Fuel Elements 

At the present time there is no assurance that spent fuel will ever 
be reprocessed. And there will be no reprocessing until a favorable "GESMO" 
decision has been made. If recycle of plutonium is not permitted, nuclear 
energy is not going to go away, as is hoped by many opponents of nuclear 
energy; instead spent fuel elements will be buried rather than waste. It 
is of interest, therefore, to note how spent fuel elements compare to 
reprocessing wastes. Figure 2 is similar to Figure 1 except that the 
"wastes" discarded are the spent fuel elements themselves. Dana backing 
up Figure 2 are shown in Table 2. 

From Figure 2 and Table 2 the following observations can be drawn. 
1) Spent fuel elements, while they represent a somewhat greater 

hazard than reprocessing wastes, differ from them only in degree, not in 
kind. 

2) Again for the first 200 years the hazard is dominated by Sr-90. 
At the time the fuel elements would be buried Sr-90 would account for more 
than 99% of the hazard potential. 

3) In this case it will take 10,000 years to reduce the hazard 
potential to that of the ore from which the tonne of fuel originally came 
(vice 1000 years for reprocessing waste). 

A) Plutonium isotopes dominate the problem only during the period 
from 1000 to 50,000 years. In this period the-hazard.potential is 2.5 to 
4 orders of magnitude less than it was originally when dominated by Sr-90. 

5) From 50,000 to two million years Ra-226 is 'the dominant activity; 
from two million to five million years it is Np-237; from five million 
to ten million years it is Np-237 plus U-236; from ten to 100 million years 
it is the three uranium isotopes; thereafter it is U-233. 

6) It takes about a quarter of a billion years to reach the hazard 
potential of U-23S, For all practical purposes fuel elements would never 
reach 10 nanocuries/gram. 

The conclusions drawn in respect to high level waste hold also for 
spent fuel elements. The comparison of spent fuel with wastes is more 
easily seen on Figure 3. The integrated area under the spent fuel curve 
is approximately three times that under the waste curve. 

LracUrd Hulls 

He have seen that there is four times as much volume of leached hulls 
as there is of solidified high level waste. At the present time hulls 
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would be charged for, and treated as, high level waste—so the cost of 
disposal of hulls will be several times the cost of disposing of high level 
waste. This is, of course, an absurdity and presumably some more logical 
handling of hulls will be developed. By why should hulls 50 to the Repository 
in th» first place? Table 3 and Figure 4 show the characterisCics of hulls 
as waste as a function of time. These exhibits were prepared deliberately 
using much Coo high losses Co the hulls. A loss of 0.52 of uranium, plutoniura, 
fission products, and americiutn and curium Co the hulls has been assumed. 
This should represent the absolute upper limit of losses to hulls. The 
average loss is about 20% or less of this. Even with this overstatement 
of loss it can be seen that: 

1) As we have seen before the waste is initially dominated by Sr-90 
and it continues to be so for 200 years. 

2) After just 100 years the hazard potential of Che hulls has fallen 
tc that of the ore which produced the fuel in the first place. 

3) By the time the first transuranic isotope becomes important (&m-241 
after about 300 years) the hazard index has dropped by a factor of over 
200, and it is more Chan an order of magnitude less than that of the initial 
ore. 

4) On Figure 4 the 1-129 contribution has been shown. 1-129 is never 
present in concentrations greater than 1 nanocurie/grain. Yet its hazard 
index dominates the total from 5 million years to 100 million years. This 
well illustrates the fact that any concentration limit ignores Che differences 
in radiological hazard of the various constituents. 

How let us set up a more logical scenario in which hulls are not sent 
to the Repository at all, but rarher are kept at the producing site. I have 
found that my friends at NFS and AGWS are both sensitive to calculations 
based oa their sites. Therefore I will base the following calculations 
on an hypothetical site with the following characteristics: 

Plant Owner: AGOTHS Corporation 
Capacity: 1000 tonnes/year 
Location: Best Barnsmell, New Carolina 
Plant Discharges and 
Site Drainage to: Lower Three Cat Creek 

(average flow 10 7 cc/sec = 350 CFS) 
Hulls buried in soil with the following characteristics: 

Porosity 0.15 
Density 2 g/cc 
Distance to 
nearest surface water 3000 cm 
Rate of water movement 
in soil 0.1 cm/day 
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Ion exchange constants for soil: 
Co-60 2500 meq/Rram solid 

meq/ec liquid 
Sr-90 50 
1-129 25 
Cs-137 2500 
Pu, Am, Cm 2500 

Now I am going to assume that hulls from 30 years of operation are 
buried in this soil and that all of these hulls are at the overly conservative 
Concentration used previously, i e 0.5Z loss of all components to hulls. 
And I am going to analyse the possibility that any activity could present 
itself to Lower Three Cat Creek at concentrations approaching the concentrations 
permitted by Appendix B of 10 CFR 20. 

numerous mechanisms are operative to provide a defense in depth against 
abrogation of the burial ground's containment of radioactivity. These 
mechanisms include: 

Retention of the radioactivity in and on the waste itself. 
Retention of the radioactivity within the burial trench soil. 
Retention of the radioactivity on the soil between the trench 
and any point of emergence. 

Decay of radioactivity during travel time from the trench to the 
nearest watercourse. 

Dilution of emergent activity in Lower Three Cat Creek. 

A discussion of each of these mechanisms follows. 

Mechanism No. 1—Retention in Bulls. More than 95% of the radioactivity 
associated with the leached hulls is induced radioactivity, primarily Co-60, 
and i& an integral part of the metal itself; therefore, in order for this 
radioactivity to escape, the metal itself must dissolve. The remainder of 
the radioactivity associated with hulls is fission product.and transuranic 
species in the form of refractory oxides. All of this radioactivity which 
remains with the hulls failed to be removed from the hulls during several 
hours of vigorous boiling in nitric acid and -during subsequent washinsj 
consequently, ground water should remove these radioactivities only very 
slowly, if at all. 

To my knowledge there have been no direct measurements made of the 
rate of removal of activity from buried leached hulls partly because not 
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many have been buried as yet and partly because the removal rate is so low 
it is essentially not measurable. It is inconceivable that the removal 
rate from leached hulls could be within several orders of magnitude of that 
for mixed trash; however, for this analysis ait annual removal fraction from 
the "uulls uas assumed to be only one factor of ten below that experienced 
for general trash burial grounds, i e 10"' escape from hulls per year (see 
Mechanism /;2). 

Mechanism Ho. 2—Retention in the Burial Hole. The escape rate of 
radioactivity from buried waste has been estimated based upon experience 
in the operation of the commercial burial ground at Wast Valley, MX. In 
1970, a burial trench was filled during just about one year's operation. 
When completed it contained about 150,000 cubic feet of buried waste 
(300,000 cubic feet of trench volume) and the estimated gross radioactivity 
was 40,000 to 45,000 curies. When the trenches are dug they are sloped to 
one end and filling is started at the other end. During filling, rain and 
snow collect in the open trench and this water is kept pumped out into a 
monitoring lagoon. Any leaching operation is greatest at the initial point 
and tails off with time; therefore, the amount of radioactivity getting 
into this rain water during the filling period should be a reasonably good 
measure of the maximum escape rate which would ever be expected. During the 
approximately one year the trench was being filled aboy^ 10* gallons of 
liquid were pumped from the trench into the waste burial lagoon where they 
were monitored before discard. The activities measured in this water ranged 
from 10"* to 10"^ jic/cc and averaged about 10"5 jjc/cc. At 10~5 p.c/cc the 
million gallons accounted for a total of 40 x 10-3 Ci of radioactivity of 
the estimated total content of 40,000 curies. So the approximate annual 
escape fraction was 10**6. 

Because the fractional escape coefficients for trash burial include 
factors for both the retention on the waste itself and for the retention 
within the trench by precipitation and natural ion exchange, no additional 
retention of the leached hull activity is assumed in this analysis for the 
ion exchange within the trench itself. However, since the retention of 
radioactivity on and in the hulls obviously will be much greater than that for 
mixed trash, the use of an escape rate from the hull trench of 10~7 fraction/year 
(only one factor of 10 lower than that demonstrated for trash burial) is 
believed hig'-tly conservative and the expected release is several orders of 
magnitude lower. 

Mechanism No. 3—Retention of Radioactivity within soil near the trench. 
If radioactivity were to move out from the initial burial trench, it would 
be confronted laterally by 3000 cm (100 feet) of soil. Experience with the 
trash burial trenches has shown that it is not possible to find radioactivity 
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in the Surrounding soil more than a few feet front the trenches, thereby 
indicating that any radioactivity which does escape the trench is being 
reabsorbed on the surrounding soil. 

The natural ion exchange capacity of the soil through which any activity 
which escaped the initial trench would have to move before reaching surface 
water is so vast that no radioactivity, with the exception of tritium (when 
present) and very long-lived isotopes, would be able to move very f jr tro.-n 
the trench before it had decayed to insignificance. The effect:of the natural 
ion exchange capacity of the soil is to greatly slow down the rate of move
ment of the radioactivity through the soil in relation to the movement of 
ground water through the same soil. 

To characterize this slowing down a soil-water equilibrium model was 
set up, equatiois developed, and solutions to the equations were accomplished 
with a relatively simple computer program, INTERLOC. For all values of the 
problem parameters of practical interest the solution can be approximated 
very closely as follows: 

£. = 1 
i " ( M ^ j 1 1 

T _ DKDiR 
i " —TT~ 

n = P 
Ht 
e 

wheret 

F = maximum fraction of initially released activity which will ever 
appear at point of discharge (decay neglected), dimensionless. 

T = time at which the maximum fraction, F, will be seen at the 
discharge point, days. 

n = a diraonsionless parameter which in effect characterizes the number of 
"equilibirum stages" of ion exchange available during transit. 

1C = equilibrium constant for ion exchange, — " ." '"• . —-
T) ' ° ' meq/cc lxquici 
P « porosity of the soil, cc liquid/cc 
fi = density of soil particles, g/cc 
D = distance through which water'and radioactivity must travel to 

reach discharge point, cm 
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W = rate of travel of water, cm/day 

t = Cine for ion exchange equilibrium to be established, day 

R = ratio of solid to liquid in soil, gram solid/cc liquid 

i = identification of specific nuclide 

Equilibrium is reached very quickly—in less than an hour. For conservatism, 
I have used in these calculations a value of 1 day for t . (The use of 
1 hr vice 1 day for t would produce a value of F a factor of five lower.) 

Based on the assumptions outlined above, the following maximum fractions 
released to surface streams are: 

Maximum Fraction of Released 
Activity at Release Point 

8E-03 
4E-05 
8E-06 
8E-Q8 

Nuclide K_ T, days 

Co-60 2500 8.5E+08 
Si-90 50 1.7E+07 
1-129 25 8.5E+05 
Cs-137 2500 8.5E+08 
Pu-233 
*tt-239 
Fu-240 
fu-241 
*U-242 
Am-24l 
Am-243 
Cm-242 
Cm- HA 

The values of F represent the fraction of the initially released activity 
vhich would be seen at the time of maximum discharge concentration if there 
Vere no decay during transit. This fraction results simply from the spreading 
out of the band of released activity through the soil and the holdup of a 
large fraction of the activity on the solid particles through which the 
liquid flows. 
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Mechanism No. 4—Decay during Travel. As indicated above, the effect 
of the natural ion exchange capacity of the soil is to produce a time of 
travel for the radioactivity much longer than that for the ground .water. 
The time of appearance of the maximum .of the "activity wave" is independent 
of the assumed equilibrium time (i e, it is independent of n) but it 
is a function of K D. During the time of travel radioactive decay will 
of course take place such that the fraction of the initially released 
activity remaining at the time of appearance of thrc "wavp. crest" will 
be: 

Fraction remaining * e x r 

For the postulated release this amounts to: 

Isotope 
Half L i f e 

years day 

3.7E-04 

T 
days 

8.5E+0B Co-60 5 .2 

day 

3.7E-04 

T 
days 

8.5E+0B i E - 1 0 0 

Sr-90 28 S.8E-05 1.7E+07 -iE-100 

I-X29 1.6E+07 1.2E-10 8.5E+05 0.998 

Cs-137 30 6.3E-05 8.5E+08 ^-E-100 

Iu-233 8<j 2.2E-05 t /. E-100 
Pu-239 2.4E*04 7.8E-08 1.6E-29 

Pu-240 6.6E+03 2.9E-07 ^E-100 

Pu-241 13 1.5E-04 .dE-100 
Fu-242 3.8E+05 5.0E-09 1.4E-02 
Ara-241 4.6B+02 4.1E-06 i. E-100 

Am-243 7.8E+0?, * 2.4E-07 2.5E-89 

Ciu-242 
CB-244 

0.5 
17.5 

4.3E-03 
1.1E-04 i -c-E-100 

t E - 1 0 0 
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Mechanise No. 5--nilution in Watercourse. We have assumed that the 
small watercourse into wh.ch ttv burial area drains has an average flow 
of about 1E07 cc/scc C B. 6K11 / d.iy - - 3.1E14 cc/year) and that this amount 
of water is available to dilute whatever activity finally reaches the 
stream. A sun£i>.irv of the calculations outlined above is given in Table 
4. It can be seen f«-cm that table that the concentration of each isotope 
is less than E-100 fic/ml with the exception of I-Z29, Pu-239. and PU-262-
The highest value is that for 1-129, 1.5E-20/|;c/cc. This is an unaeasure-
able, insignificant value 12 orders of magnitude below MPC. Pu-242 is 
of the sane order of insignificance as 1-129. Pu-239 is another 25 orders 
of magnitude lower. The rest are .-It less than E-100. These extremely 
low concentrations well illustrate the mathematical trap we fabricate 
when using negative exponents — there is no zero. One is tempted to say 
(as does my !!P-35) that E-100 ^s zero, and there is no release. 

Thus our first and most important goal, the protection of the public 
water supplies, can be quite easily met by many well selected sites. The 
plutoniuo problem has been blown out of all proportion. To tseet this goal 
we need have no transuranic concentration limit at all. Rather we need 
to establish total inventory limits based on a particular site's capability 
for containment of activity. 

That leaves us then with the second problem, the 25th century 
stuisbler. If we are to go to great lengths to put these wastes in geolo
gically stable formations, the justification has to be th,_t we are trying 
to reduce the "stumble quotient", the required e.-Denditures cannot be 
justified on the basis of protecting water supplier. 

So haw is our stumbler going to be exposed. First he has to dig 
Into the waste. Then he has either to eat it or to breath it. The latter 
^eems the more likely. Consider the effect upon a stumbler digging into 
the overly conservative concentration of hulls we have been considering. 
At the end of thirty years the total inventory of buried hulls would 
contain about 7E05 curies of plutonium alpha activity ir about 3E04 ;ubic 
meters. At a density of 2 grams/cc this would be an effective plutoniun 
concentration of about 10,000 nanocuries per gram. At an average specific 
activity of 0.33 curie/gram, this is equivalent to 6.5E07 M-grams/m or 
33 jigrniBS/grara. How suppose our "stui'ibJer" were to dig out 1 m of this 
•waste in 1 hour, stirring up dust the while., A reasonable dust level for 
such an operation might be about 1000 ]igrama/m of air and he would bo 
expected to breathe about ltn of air in one hour. Therefore in an hour 
o£ vigorous digging into this waste he would have taken i:.to his body 
0.001 x 33 or 0.033 ligram of plutonium. Colion has calculated that the 
required intake of rcactor-proiluued |ilutoniuni to produce a canter (aftur 
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IS to AS years) is about: 
Inhalation 260 ]igr-ams 
Ingestion 2.3E06 VBrams. 

Thus in his one hour of digging the stumbler would have taken in 0.033 or 
.4 2 6° 

about 10 of the amount necessary to-acquire a cancer-producing body 
burden. If he dug up about a third of the total buried waste (it would 
take him about three years at 8 hours/day)> he would have about achieved 
the intake necessary to have a 50/50 chance of acquiring a cancer in 15 
to 45 years. If the stumbling accurred more than 200 years after burial 
(and it better since the Sr-90 would h?.vi? gotten him long before the 
piutonium would do him in) then the toxicity of the plutonium would be 
about four times less due to the decay of the Pu-238 and he would have to 
dig up the whole waste body (over about twelve years) to reach 260 ugrams 
intake. 

Of course he could eat the waste. If he did this he would have to 
eat 2.3E06 or 70,000 grams (150 lb) of the wasted 

33 

It is possible, but does not seem likely, that one of these events 
might occur. But in any event we are dealing with an hypothetical 
individual—not the general public. Furthermore no matter what we do 
with the waste, 1 suggest you cannot guarantee that for all time no one 
will ever stumble on that waste, at which point you must consider the same 
scenario. In fact I believe that burying waste in salt, an article of 
commerce and food, almost guarantees that some day someone will dig into it. 

Rem'araber also this example is based upon a hulls containing the 
highest conceivable concentration of transuranics. (Even high leval 
waste would contain no more.) 

Consider the same scenario at the proposed 10 nanocurie/gram level. 
Now our stumbler would have dig up the entire body of waste (over ten 
years) and he would still h^ve taken in only 0.003 of the plutonium 
required for a 50/50 probability of liitcst cancer. Alternatively he 
would have to eat 150,000 lb of the 10-nanocurie waste. 

So on both counts the 10 nanocurie-gram limit is too low. For 
protection of water supplies no limit at all is necessary. TD protect 
the stumbler, if that even can be done at all, tho value is vastly out of 
line. 
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Cost 
Now what additional costs arc imposed by the use of a limit on 

transuranics of 10 nanocuries/gram. First of all the Limit will require 
that the hulls, which we have shown could be safely buried on the West 
Barnsmell site, will have to go to the Repository. And at present they 
would be charged for as high level waste. A recent study suggests that 
the cost of shipping the hulls to the Repository plus their handling at 
that sice will be between $20 and $30 per kg of fuel processed. Thus 
the additional cost to each reactor will be about $6QO,000-$900,000/year. 
For the 150-odd reactors now in operation or under construction this 
amounts to din annual bill of $ 90,000,000 to $135,000,000. 

The 10-nanocurie limit will also dictate that most, if not all, of 
the ISO,000 cu ft/year of other waste from the reprocessing plant would 
have to go to the Repository. Since all of these wastes would have crans-
uranic contents well below that of the super hulls 1 have used for 
illustrative purposes in this paper, all of them could be safely buried 
either on the producing site or in one of the commercial burial grounds. 
The cost penalty for sending them to the Repository, vis-a-vis a commercial 
burial ground, will be not less than $25/cu ft. Thus the penalty from 
a single 1500-tonne reprocessing plant will be $4,500,000/year. Such a 
reprocessing plant can service about 50 reactors so the annual cost far 
the 150 reactors already in being or under construction is between 10 and 
15 million dollars per year. 

Finally there is the trash from the reactors themselves to consider. 
At 10 nanocuries/gram there is no way in which a reactor operator can prove 
that he meets this limit. It is therefore entirely possible that this 
reactor waste also must go to the Repository. If this were Co happen an 
additional cost to the consumer of from $35,000,000 to $45,000,000/year 
would result. Thus the total annual tribute to be laid on the altar of 
10 nanocuries/gram ranges from $135,OQO,0Q0/year to $200,000,000/year. 

Benefit 
Now $20Q,000,000/year t^hile i t i s a lot of money, i t is not a d i s 

qualifying amount of money. So if we real ly got anything for th? money, 
we could afford to pay i t . The question i s , what are we gett ing for tluit 
$200,000,000? 

Firs t lets consider what we are not gett ing for the money. We arr 
not gett ing anything in the way of incronsed protection of the public a i r 
and uv.ttT Supplies for tin* iiiiiaedinto (next mil Ionium) «r loiij;-tiTia 
(forever) future. In any event the poss ib i l i ty of indiscriminate 
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contamination of water or, air has been taken care of. The total 
justification for the expenditure of this $200,000,000/year, 5 billion 
dollars for the rest of this century (1975 dollars), must be based on 
the presumed additional protection of inadvertent stumblers into this 
waste in future raillenia. 

To justify this expenditure on a-cost-benefit basis we would have to 
conclude that we had prevented 10,000 stumblers from dying. Personally 
I find it hard to believe that transferring waste from an inedible "silty 
till", for instancet into ê '.ble salt will da that. Nor do I see that 
a culture (ours) which.is tematically raping the limited fossil fuel 
reserves of Our planet and thus setting up vast numbers of future "health 
effects" should be able to soothe its conscience by pretending that as a 
by-product of reducing that rape (by the rational use of nuclear energy) 
we have protected a few stumblers over the next several million years. 

Because the calculation of the "benefit" side of this equation is 
fraught with imponderables and subjective judgments, the range of answers 
Obtained is likely to be wide. The fact that it is not easy to do does 
not justify not doing it. And our Regulators have no business putting 
forth this limit—or any other limit for that matter—without first making 
as careful a cost benefit analysis as practicable. There is no other way 
to determine what 'is as low as reasonably achievable. 

So 1 .have the following proposals to make in regard to the setting 
of limits for transuranics in waste. 

1) Apply the principle of BTTODB—back to the old drafting board. 
Before HRC issues its next proposed rule for comment the problem should 
be restudied and the necessary environmental statement and as low as 
reasonably achievable analysis made. 

2) 1 recognize that 10 nanocuries/gram has become ingrained in a 
lot of minds -ind will probably be hard to change. So I propose simply 
that it be redefined— properly this time. Ten nanocuries/gram is not a 
proper dividing point between on-site or commercial burial and the 
National Repository; it is, .however, a proper limit to apply below-which 
a waste could be put on the city dump or used in one's back yard as mulch 
for the tomatoes. In short it is the limit of complete innocuousness, and 
that is what it should be used for. 

3) A limit should be established for deciding between on-site (or 
commercial) burial and the Repository. There should be two aspects to 
that limit. One should be a total Site inventory limit. This would be 

NUCLEAR SAFETY ASSOCIATES 
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site dependent and would be based on the capability of the site to 
protect the public water supplies in the area surrounding that site. 
The second aspect would be a concentration limit which would be based on 
reasonable expectations of how a stuiabler might eat or breathe the waste 
and upon recognition of the fact that this limit is not needed for 
protection of the general public—but rather for the protection of a very 
limited number of hypothetical individuals and as such does not deserve 
the application of the usual superimpositions of over-conservative 
assumptions piled upon one another serially so as produce an absurd result. 

The new limit should be determined on the basis of realistic 
assumptions! as outlined herein. The result should be a far cry frou 
10 nanocuries/gram. This discussion suggests that it should be higher 
by several orders of magnitude. Such a limit would provide entirely 
adequate protection for distant archeologists and no limit on transuranics 
is needed to provide protection for public water supplies. 
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UOj Mixed UxLd'oJ 

>b Half-U.ro Isotope Fuel Vasts INjol Va«a •fixes' Van >b Half-U.ro *• . 1 
ysac yean *• . 1 
ysac r.-242 1.73E+04 1.525*05 S.IE+04 o.S l . » 

-tfu-233 4.325+01 I.39E+02 6.7B+01 90 7.75-03 
f-'3<> . - 2,JE*0S 2.BB-0G 
/Ih-230 _ . 0.05*04 S.75-06 
+r.a-226 - . 1.62E+03 4.3E-04 

Chain t o t a l 

'.i-24l I.53E+03 3.95E+OJ 2.1E+S3 13 3.3B-0J 
lj„i:,-24t 1.67E+0! B.0DE402 3.5E+02 4.50E*02 1.J1E-03 
•**Ip-23? - - 2.25*06 3.15E-07 
lj»-233 - . 1.6E+05 4.331-06 

Chain Total 

.':.i-244 2.54E+03 4.82E+04 1.45*04 IS 8,855-02 
lorii-240 7.1OEQ0 1.70E-01 9.6E 00 6.GE+03 1.055-04 
ljX-236 - 1.25E-03 2.4E+37 2.306.06 

Chain Total . 
w-243 l.eoE+01 2.27E402 ' 7.0B+01 6.02*03 B.70E-05 
Li.Pu-239 4.85E 00 5.83 00 S.1E 00 2.43E+04 2.85E-C5 
LpO.233 - 8.755-05 7.OS-OS 9.905-10 

Chain Total 

l'u-242 1.5OE-02 1.705-01 S.4E-02 3.8B+05 1.625-06 
L?l'-23B • 1.75-03 4.SE+0S 1.J4E-10 

Chain Total 
Transuranlc Total 

3 i -W 7.60E+04 4.625*04 6.75*04 28 2.4OE-02 
C--137 1.070+03 1.10E4D5 1.1E+05 30 

Total Cs&Sr 

Tabla 1-
of Wastes f imi Kanrncesslns pana 1 of 3 

MfC 
lia/co 
2E-05 
55-06 
3E-0J 
25-06 
3E.0B 

2E-04 
45-06 
35-06 
3E-05 

7E-06 
SE-06 
35-03 

4E-06 
5E-06 
3E-05 

5B-06 
4E-05 . 

3G-07 
25-03 

Hazard 
Index d 

cc/taiwia 
2.6E+1S 
1.3E+13 

1.1E*13 
B.BB+13 

9.85+13 

2.0E+15 
1.9E412 
4,25*07 
2.0G+15 

1.BE413 
1.05+12 
2.95*06 
1.95+13 

1.1E+10 
4.3E+07 
I . IE*!'. 
4.7E+1S 
2.2E417 
5.55*13 
2.36*17 

Hogagd Indole af ter Deeoy. cc/tonne 
SO years 100 years 200 years 3O0 years 400 yon 

1.3E+1J 3.8E+14 
4.45+12 G.35*12 
4.2E+07 4.3E+Q7 
1.4BH5 2.9K+14 

1.7E+13 
1.05+12 
2.9E+06 
1.9E+13 

l.IB+10 
4.3E+D7 

.15+10 
1.6E+15 
l.BE+17 
4.45*15 
1.85+17 

1.7E+13 
1.05*12 
2.9B+06 
1.95+13 

1.15+10 
3B407 
15+10 

4.55*14 
6.7E416 
1.75+15 
7.1E416 

3.0E+13 
2.15*0'.' 
1.65*07 
1.6E+07 
3.05*13 

3.35*10 
8.95*13 
4.0E+09 
S.6B+04 
U.9E+13 

3.9E413 7.6E+U 
9.2&412 9.25+12 
4.5B+07 3.05+07 
4.UE+13 1.05+13 

1.7E+13 
l.OE+12 
3.0E+06 
1.9E+13 

1.15+10 
4.3E+D7 
1.1E+10 
1.9E+14 
2.0E+16 
5.5E+14 
2.2E+16 

1.7E+13 
1.1E+12 
3.OE+06 
1.9E+13 

1.1E+10 
4.3E+07 
1.111+10 
1.2E+14 
1.66*15 
3.4E+13 
2.0E+15 

2.35*1? 1.96+17 7.16*16 2.25+16 2.15*15 

5.9E4I2 
3.35+09 
9.3E+07 
3.0E+0B 
S.9E412. 

1.3E+06 
6.55*13 
1.1E+10 
7.2E.05 
0.55*13 

1.55*10 
9.15+12 
31.454117 
9.25+12 

1,75+13 
1.15+12 
3.05+06 
1.95+13 

1.15+10 
4.35+07 
1.15+10 
9.9E+13 
1.65+14 
3.4E+12 
1.E5+14 
2.B5+14 

2.7E+12 
3,75-09 

2.75*12 

B.ottul 
S.«5»ll-
1.35+K1 
I . ? ! ' " 
» .«L . l ! 

2. '.'5*13 
9.05*12 

1.75*13- • 
l . r : . l ? 

1.15*10 
4.35.D7 
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Isotope 

-242 
»?u-236 
jL-236 
>1h-230 
jRa.22G 
in In Tota l 

M a . I C o t ) p o E ( , t rt 3 

HftMTd.IftdMt—O^Wfl^teii grow RaproceBning 

,i - | HnznrJ IndftX. itEtftr Pacay. cc / toanQ > 

10,000 y r s SO,ODD yra 100,000 yra ' 500,000 yra l,000,000yr&- 2,00D,0OUyrs 3,00O,0uUyrs 6,nu0,UD0yn 500 y r s 1000 yta SODO yra 

1-2E*L2 
3.8E+5? 
1.9E4.Q8 
1.1E+09 
1.2E+12 

...241 &.2E+D1 
«V.i-241 fc.SE+13 
->'!|s-237 l.SE+10 
.•i>il3 l.BE+06 
; %i* Total S7aB*u 

ui.244 5.7E+06 
U-u-afiO 8.9E+12 
*LJ-236 6. 3E1-D7 
:I.Iin Total 8.9E+12 

.,.-243 . 1.7E+13 
^r j -239 1.2E+12 
•t\i-4lS 3.QE+Q6 
l a i n TotaL 1.9E+13 

?.1E+10 
3.6E+0? 
4.4E+0B 
fc.9B+09 
3.QE+10 

2.3E+13 
2.3E+40 
S.OEfQfi 
2 . i t * I 3 

8.SE+-12 
8.4St07 
S.56+12 

1.6S+13 
1.41*12 
3.LE+06 
1.8E+13 

j .eE*o? 
2.4E*09 
9.3BM0 
9.9E+10 

S.4E*10 
2.9E+10 
3 . fhg»07 
8,4B*IQ 

3.7E+W 
4.7B+09 
3 .4BtU 
2.5B+U 

2.8E+07 
2.9E+10 
1.1B+08 
3,08+10 

3.3E+12 
3.2E+08 
3.3E+12 

7.3E+L2 
3.0EH2 
6.6E+06 
1.1E+13 

I.IE*10 
4.3E+07 
1.1E+10 

3.3E+09 
1.9E+10 
1.2E+12 
1.2E+12 

2.9E+10 
3..3E+08 
3.DE+10 

4.9E+10 
A.7E+0B 
4.9E+10 

2.ZE+11 
1.3E+12 
2.4E+Q7 
2,02+12 

9.9E+09 
_4.3E+07 
9.9E+09 

5.0E413 2.0E+13 1.5EM3 3.3S+12 
8.0G4QG -
s.?6+os -
?7TE*OT 

7.4EH) S.0£*I3 2.06+13 l,SE*13 3.3E+12 

Z.9E+09 
2.9E+10 
1.9E+U 
1.9E+12 

2.8E+10 
1.OE+09 
3.0K+1Q 

2.5C+OS 
fr.7B+oa_ 
7.2E+OB 

2.9E-K1& 
4.5E+11 
I 3 I . 2 E 4 0 ? 
4.6E+L1 

9.QE+09 

9.0E+O9 

9.3E+09 
2.0E+10 
1.3S+15 
1.4S+12 

2.5E+10 
2.3S+D9 
2.8E+10 

5.3E+CG 
3.5E+07 
4.0E+07 

4.3E+09 ' 
4.36+07; 
4.4E+09 

2.3E+06 
5.2E+00 
3.5E+11 
3.3E+-11 

2,IE*10 
2.2E+P9 
2.4EU0 

&.6jE+gfl 
4.6E+0B 

3.5E>07. 
3.SE+07 

1.7E+09 
4.3E+07 
l.BE+09 

3.8E+U 

ME+0? 
3.1E+08 
2.IE*10 
2.1E+10 

l.SE+10 
i.7Et09 
1.7E+10 

ft.5E+0B 
4,52+08 

3.5E+07 
3.5B+07 

2.8E+08 
4.3E+Q? 
3.2E+08 

8.5E+05 
1.9E+07 
1.3E+pp 

.3&*09 

1.1E+1C 
1.2E»09 
I.3E+-10 

4.3EfOB 
4,3E*06 

3.58*07 
3.5E+07 

4,5£*07 
4. 3E_+07. 
&,7E+Q7 

5.2E+04 
LIE* 06 
7.7E+07 
7.t!B*Q7 

8.0E+O9 
8.9E+0S 
».IE+09 

4.2£+08 
4.2E+OB 

l . f f l r t l 

9.7EWM 



Table V. (cant) 
Haaard Index nf wastes from Reprocessing 

page 3 of 3 

Isotope 

Cm-242 
L>ru-238 
MS-234 
l3Th-230 
bRa- « S 
Chain Total 
J c - 2 4 1 
l»An>26l 
«: :p-237 
M:-233 
Chain Total 

Cm-244' 
^ F u - 2 4 0 

Vtsl ' -236 
J, Chain Tota l 
o 

ta-243 
UPu-239 
4U-235 
Chain Tonal 

Pu.262 
l»U-238 
Chain Total 
Transuranic 

Total 
Sr'90 
Cs-137 
Total Sr&Bs 
TOTAL 

1E+07 

3.8E 00 
3.BE 00 

1.2E+09 
1.2E+08 
1.3E+09 

3.5E+0B 
3.5E+08 

3.5E+07 
3.5E+07 

1.2E+02 
4.3E+07 
4.3E+07 

1.7E*09 

1.7E+09 

5E+07 
Hazard Index a f t e r Decay, cc / tonne 

1E+08 2E+0B 3E+08 4E+08 5E+08 

2.7E+03 
3.0E+02 
3.US+03 

1.1B+08 
1.1E+08 

3.3E+07 
3.3E+07 

4.2E+07 
4.2E+07 

2.6E+07 
2.6E+07 

3..2E+07 
3.2E+07 

4.2E-HT7 
4.2E+07 

1.4E+06 
1.4E+06 

2.9E*07 
2.9E+07 

4.1E+07 
4.1E+07 

7.9B+04 
7.9E+04 

2.6E+07 
2.6E+07 

4.1E+:" 
4.1E+I/V 

4.4B+03 
4.4E+03 

2.4E+07 
2.4E+07 

4.0B+07 
4.0EM>7 

1.0E+0B 7.1E+07 6.7E+07 6.4E+07 

l.OE+08 7.1E+07 6.7E+07 

2.4E+02 
2.4E+02 

2.1E+07 
2.1E+07 

3.9E+07 
3.9E+07 

6.0E+07 



labia 1 (<encl 
Hmftrd Initm of Stunt Fuel I U J W W TrtaCtd «« H«tti 

= « » i ^ Imti-K a f tw pnejv. ccJtBnn* 
30,CUP y n 100,000 yr« SOOiOODyri . IE*06 yr 2&*i* yr jt«06 y* «*i)6 y r a t » u b yr IE*D7 J I J£»DJ yr l£»oo yr ffi*Q» yr 3E«OB y 

l»Tu>:31 
L»V-J)t. J.tE'10 
Wth-IID I.1EM0 

Chain B,5E*II 

*#sp.«7 I,JE*ll 
**-aii " 

Chiln ».*E*ll 

UPo-ItO 5.1E*11 

Chain j ,7£*U 

* -Etli 'Si 

U l . J S n t t.3B*ll t,OE*10 7,0E<1Q t.«I*IO 1.3E*10 S.BE'09 1.91*09 



Table 2 

HflgjWrd.lnda* of | Spent gUBl Bl«wenta Tgaaeed as Was Co 
page 1 of 2 

Zsettipic 
isotope, content 

curies/Conn* 

1,739*0* 
2.B8E+03 

.-262 
• -FJ-238 
>L'-234 
sril-230 
4U>226 
Mln Totol 

»-2<il 1.D2E+05 
>Va-241 1.&7E+02 
>ip-237 
;U-233 
u i n ToCol 

..-244 2,S«+Q3* 
^ - 2 4 0 4.73E+02 
ptr-23* 2.30E-O1 
•..•.in Total 

..-343 1,801*01 
*?»i-239 3.23E+02 
-u-235 1.755-02 
liain Total 

i-2£2 1.00E 00 
-X'-23S 3.33E-QI 
iiain Total 
L\insuranle 
To ta l 

c-'JO 7.6OE+0A 
s-137 1.07E+05 
•^tal Ca6Sr 

TOTAL 

He I f - U f a 
year 

O.S 
40 

2.5E+05 
B,0E>04 

l.62E*-03 

4.5BB+02 
2.206+66 
1.0OE+O5 

6.GE+03 
2.4E+07 

B.OE+05 
2,43E*04 

7E+08 

3.BE+05 
4.5E+09 

3 1 . 1 M P C fa year tie/ce 

1.55 
7.7E-03 
2.8E-06 
B.7E-06 
A.3E-06 

5.3E-02 
1.5IE-03 
3.1SE-07 
4.33E-06 

2E-03 
SB-06 
3E-05 
2B-06 
3E-08 

2B.04 
4B-06 
3E-05 
3E-03 

3.85E-02 7E-0G 
1.05E-04 5E-0S 
2.90E-08 3E-03 

-6 .7E-05 4B-06 
Z.85E-05 5E-06 
9.9E-10 3E-03 

1.82E-06 
L.56E-10 

2.4E-02 
2.3E-02 

5E-06 
4E-05 

3E-07 
2E-05 

Hazard 
Index 

cc/totme 

B.7C+L4 
S.eE>14 

5.1E+M 
4.2S+13 

10 years 50 years 100 

4.0E+14 
l.IE+10 
4.08+07 
2.OE+07 
4.0E+14 

3.7E+13 
6.9E+14 
1.1 EMO 
9.3E+04 
7.2EM4 

5.1SH3 
9.5E+-13 
8.4E+09 

3.4E+14 1.5E+14 

4.5E+12 
6.5E+13 
3,6E*oe 

S.9E+13 

2.0E+11 

2.1E+11 
1.6E+15 
2.0E+L7 
&.3E+15. 
2.1E+17 
2.1E+17 

Hazard Index after.Decny, cc/towne 
years 200 yuar t 300 years 400 years 500 yean 

4.5E*12 
6.5E+13 
5.SE+06 
6.9E4-13 

2.0E+U 
8.3EJ-09 
Z.1E+U 

1.3E+15 
7.6E+16 
1..7EM5 
B.OE+16 
8. .1E+I6 

2.7E+14 
1.9E+L0 
1.4E+06 
1*45*08 
2.7S+14 

2.6E+12 
C.QE+1A 
2,6E*I0 
6.BS+03 
6.92+14 

7.1E+12 
9.5E+13 
6.4E+09 
1.0E+14 

4.5E+12 
6.6E+13 

I.OE+U 
,8.35*09 
J . lE+ l l 

1.1E+15 
2.3E+16 
5.3E+14 
2.4B+16 
2.SE+16 

S.3E+13 
3.1E+10 
8.4E+08 
2.7E+09 
5.3E+13 

7.4E+07 
5.1E+1A 
7.7E+ID 
3.0E+O6 
S.1E+14 

2.7E+09 
9.3E+13 
B.5r*09 
9.3K+13 

4.6E+12 
6.4E+13 
3.9E+QB 
6.9E+13 

2.0E+11 
8.3E+09 
2.1E+U 

7.3E+14 
1.9E+14 
S.2E+12 
2.DE+14 
9.2E+14 

2.4EK3 
3.3E+IQ 
1.3E+09 
5.5E*09 
2.4E+19 

3.9E+05 
A.4E+14 
9.7E+10 

• S.7E*06 
4.4U+14 

5.3E*07 
9.2E+J3 
B. 5^*09, 
9.2E+W 

6.3E+12 
6.4E+13 
S.9E*08 
6.8E+13 

2.UE+U 
8.3E*0!> 
2.1I-H1 

6.2E+U 
1.7E+13 
5.?E*U 
l.BE+13 

1.1EHJ 
3.6E*10 
1.7E+09 
9.5E»09 
I . IE*IJ 

2.1E«-03 
3,7E*U 
I.1E+11 
L,3E*07 
J .7E+U 

L.GE+06 
9.1E+L3 
.a,.6Et09 
!).1E«-13 

(..3E+12 
b . 4 E + n 
5.9r*0B 

2.0E+11 
8.3E*09 
2.1E*H 

5.4E+14 
1.5E*12 
5.2E*1P 
1.6E+12 

1.0E+11 
3.4E*10 
3.9£*0'J 
4.*E*t.Q 
2.7E+11 

U8E*16 
1.76H1 

wee 
6.6E+13 
B.BEtOS 
tf.Ci>L3 

4.1E+1I 
fi,3Etl3 

2.0E+11 
B,3E*09 

.1E+U 

3.3E+14 ' 
S.IErOG 
5,0C-*D$ 
l.OEtU? 
3.3C«-1-'. 



Notes for Table 1 

a SAR West Valley Plant, Nuclear Fuel Services 
Docket 50-201, Table 1II-2-1 

b 752 U0 2 fuel, 257. mixed oxide fuel 

c 10CFR20, Appendix B 

d Quantity of water required to dilute isotopic content to MPC, cc/tonne 

Notes for Table 2 

a SAR West Valley Plant, Nuclear Fuel Services 
Docket 50-201, Table III-2-1 

b .10CFR20, Appendix B 

c Quantity of water required to dilute isotopic content to MEC, cc/tonne 

C-25 



Herard 
T a M e 3 

I n d e x o f H u l l a 
p a g o 1 o f 3 

[ e o t o p l e C o n t e n t 
c u r i a s / t o n n a 

H a l f - U f a 
y e a r s 

* - 1 
y o a a HfC 

U c / c c 

f t o z a r d 
I n d e x 

e t f t a m w 

H a c a r d I n d e x a f t e r D c c a v . 
l so fcdp* [ e o t o p l e C o n t e n t 

c u r i a s / t o n n a 
H a l f - U f a 

y e a r s 

* - 1 
y o a a HfC 

U c / c c 

f t o z a r d 
I n d e x 

e t f t a m w 
10 y e a r s 5 0 y e a r n 1 0 0 y e a r n 2 0 0 y e a r s 3 0 0 y c a r a 4 0 0 y e a r s 1 0 0 , ™ , « ii! 2 . S S O 0 2 

2 .2O£*01 

2 . 7 7 E + 0 2 

O.S 
9 0 

2 . S E * 0 3 
8 . 0 E 4 0 6 

1 . 6 2 E * 0 J 

l . S S 
I . 7 E - 0 3 
2 . 0 E - O 6 
6 . 7 E - 0 6 
4 . 3 E - 0 4 

2 B - 0 S 
5 E - 0 6 
IE-OS 
2 E - 0 6 
3 E - 0 0 

1 . 2 8 B > 1 3 
4 . 4 0 E + 1 2 

H
I 3 . 1 2 B * 1 2 

B . 9 7 E * 0 7 
3 . 1 0 6 * 0 5 
1 . 3 3 E * 0 5 
3 . 1 2 6 * 1 2 

2 . 0 9 £ * 1 2 
1 . 5 0 2 + 0 8 
1 . 1 0 6 * 0 6 
l . U E * 0 6 
2 . 0 9 6 * 1 2 

9 . 3 2 E » l l 
2 . 1 7 E « O S 
3 , S 3 E * O t 
7 . f t2E*06 
9 . 3 2 E * - ! ! 

4 . 1 6 E H 1 
2 . 4 0 E * 0 B 
8 , ! 6 E « 0 0 
2 . 1 3 E » 0 7 
a . 1 7 1 * 1 1 

1 . 8 S E * 1 1 
2 . 6 0 1 * 0 0 

9.esE*ac 
J J 5 E * 0 7 
I . M E - U 

s . i i r 
2.W-I 
i . i j i . 

m 
10 
iin 
o ; 
C7 

l u l n T o t a l 

2 . S S O 0 2 
2 .2O£*01 

2 . 7 7 E + 0 2 

O.S 
9 0 

2 . S E * 0 3 
8 . 0 E 4 0 6 

1 . 6 2 E * 0 J 

l . S S 
I . 7 E - 0 3 
2 . 0 E - O 6 
6 . 7 E - 0 6 
4 . 3 E - 0 4 

2 B - 0 S 
5 E - 0 6 
IE-OS 
2 E - 0 6 
3 E - 0 0 

1 . 7 2 E + 1 3 H
I 3 . 1 2 B * 1 2 

B . 9 7 E * 0 7 
3 . 1 0 6 * 0 5 
1 . 3 3 E * 0 5 
3 . 1 2 6 * 1 2 

2 . 0 9 £ * 1 2 
1 . 5 0 2 + 0 8 
1 . 1 0 6 * 0 6 
l . U E * 0 6 
2 . 0 9 6 * 1 2 

9 . 3 2 E » l l 
2 . 1 7 E « O S 
3 , S 3 E * O t 
7 . f t2E*06 
9 . 3 2 E * - ! ! 

4 . 1 6 E H 1 
2 . 4 0 E * 0 B 
8 , ! 6 E « 0 0 
2 . 1 3 E » 0 7 
a . 1 7 1 * 1 1 

1 . 8 S E * 1 1 
2 . 6 0 1 * 0 0 

9.esE*ac 
J J 5 E * 0 7 
I . M E - U 

s . i i r 
2.W-I 
i . i j i . 

m 1(1 

M - » l 
• . . . , , .241 
. : , . - 2 3 7 

- . 1 . - / 3 3 

7 , 0 E * 0 2 
1 .73E 0 0 

7 . 0 2 E * 0 2 

13 
4 . 5 B E * 0 2 

2 . 2 E + 0 6 
l . 6 E » 0 J 

3 . 3 E - 0 2 
1 . 5 1 E . 0 3 
3 . 1 5 E - 0 7 
4 . 3 2 B - 0 S 

2 6 - 0 4 
4 E - 0 6 
3 E - 0 6 
3 5 - 0 5 

3 . 5 0 E + 1 2 
4 . 3 B E H 1 

2 . 0 7 E + 1 2 
2 . 4 7 E + 1 2 
6.59E+OS 
1.09E+O1 
4 . 5 4 G + 1 2 

2 , 3 4 6 * 1 1 
4 , 8 4 6 * 1 2 
7 . 7 » E * 0 7 
6 . 7 3 6 * 0 2 
5 . 1 0 E * I 2 

1 . 8 4 6 * 2 0 
4 . B 1 E + 1 2 
1 .83E+0B 
3 .4GE+03 
4 . 8 3 E * 1 2 

9 . 6 8 B + 0 7 
4 . 1 6 E > ! 2 
3 . 7 7 E * 0 8 
1 . 3 i C » 0 « 
4 . 1 4 f l 2 

3 . 0 9 E * 0 3 
3 . S S E * > 2 
5 .43E*0B 
3 . 3 3 E * 0 4 
3 . i B E * 1 2 

2 . f i8E*03 
3 . 0 7 E * 1 2 
6 ,B7E*0B 
8 .1f iE*04 
3 . 0 8 E * 1 2 

l . i d l C 

8 , 1 0 ! : 

0 1 
- 1 2 

Oh 

:i. .11, T o t a l 

7 , 0 E * 0 2 
1 .73E 0 0 

7 . 0 2 E * 0 2 

13 
4 . 5 B E * 0 2 

2 . 2 E + 0 6 
l . 6 E » 0 J 

3 . 3 E - 0 2 
1 . 5 1 E . 0 3 
3 . 1 5 E - 0 7 
4 . 3 2 B - 0 S 

2 6 - 0 4 
4 E - 0 6 
3 E - 0 6 
3 5 - 0 5 

3 . 9 4 E H Z 

2 . 0 7 E + 1 2 
2 . 4 7 E + 1 2 
6.59E+OS 
1.09E+O1 
4 . 5 4 G + 1 2 

2 , 3 4 6 * 1 1 
4 , 8 4 6 * 1 2 
7 . 7 » E * 0 7 
6 . 7 3 6 * 0 2 
5 . 1 0 E * I 2 

1 . 8 4 6 * 2 0 
4 . B 1 E + 1 2 
1 .83E+0B 
3 .4GE+03 
4 . 8 3 E * 1 2 

9 . 6 8 B + 0 7 
4 . 1 6 E > ! 2 
3 . 7 7 E * 0 8 
1 . 3 i C » 0 « 
4 . 1 4 f l 2 

3 . 0 9 E * 0 3 
3 . S S E * > 2 
5 .43E*0B 
3 . 3 3 E * 0 4 
3 . i B E * 1 2 

2 . f i8E*03 
3 . 0 7 E * 1 2 
6 ,B7E*0B 
8 .1f iE*04 
3 . 0 8 E * 1 2 

l . i d l C 

8 , 1 0 ! : 

• a 

, . ! • « . 2 4 0 
UU.J3IS 
:ii . i ln T o t a l 

7 . 0 E + 0 1 
3 . 2 E 0 0 

1 . Z 5 E - 0 3 
7 .3ZE*Ol 

10 
6 . « E * 0 3 
2 . 4 6 * 0 7 ' 

s.ass-i 
l . O S e - 0 4 

2 . 9 E - 0 B 

7 B - 0 6 
5 2 - 0 6 
3 6 - 0 5 

1 . 0 0 E + 1 3 
6 . 4 0 E * l l 
4 , 17E+07 
1 . 0 8 E + 1 3 

6 . 7 4 E * 1 2 
6 . 5 1 E + L 1 
4 . 1 7 E + 0 7 
7 . 4 0 U + 1 2 

1 . 4 0 6 * 1 2 
6 . 6 9 6 * 1 1 
4 . 1 8 6 * 0 7 
2 . 0 7 E « 1 2 

1 . 9 5 E * l l 
6 . 7 0 E + U 
S. l20E»02 
8 . 6 5 E * l l 

3 . 8 ! E » 0 9 
6 . C 3 E » 1 1 
4 , 2 J E * 0 7 
6 . 6 7 E * 1 1 

7 , 4 3 E * 0 7 
6 . S 6 E - 1 1 
!•• 2ISE*07 
6 . S / i : * U 

1 .46E*06 
6 . 3 0 S M 1 
' , ! V E * g 7 
6 . 5 0 E . U 

7.m 

l r , - » 3 ' 
M ' u - 2 3 9 
«* Lf-23S 
;l-..iin Tot<-.: 

3 . 5 E . 0 1 
1 .7E 0 0 

8 . 7 S E - 0 5 
Z.D5E 0 0 

8 . 0 E * 0 3 
2 , « 3 E * n 4 

7.0E*l)fl 

8 . 7 S - 0 S 
2 . 8 J E - 0 5 

9 . 9 E - 1 0 

4 6 - 0 6 
5 6 - 0 6 
3 E - 0 5 

8 . 7 5 E * 1 0 
3 . 4 0 E + U 
2 . 9 ! E * 0 5 
4 . 2 6 E * U 

8 . 7 4 E * t 0 
3 . 4 0 E * U 
2 . 9 2 E + 0 6 
4 . 3 1 E * U 

8 . 7 1 6 * 1 0 
3 . 4 0 E * l l 
2 . 9 2 E * 0 6 
4 . 3 0 E * l l 

8 . 6 7 E * 1 0 
3 . 3 9 6 + 1 1 
2 . 9 2 E > 0 6 
4 . 2 9 6 * 1 1 

8 . 6 0 C * 1 0 
3 . 3 3 t * U 
2 . 9 3 E « 0 8 
4 . 2 « e » U 

B , S 2 E * 1 0 
3 . 3 8 E + U 
Z.93E*H» 
4 . . 0 " > 1 1 

fi.<43E*10 
3 . 3 7 E » 1 1 
2.94£*0I> 
4 . 2 3 E * 1 1 

8 . 2*/. 
3.3<'.! 

Br 
• 1 0 

7 n 

> u - : 4 2 

D u i n T o t a l 

l . B E - 0 2 
1 . 7 E - 0 3 

1 . 9 7 E . 0 2 

3 .BB*dS 
4 . 5 E * 0 9 

1 . S 2 E - 0 6 
1 . 5 4 B - 1 0 

5 6 - 0 6 
4 6 - 0 5 

3 . 6 0 E * 0 9 
4 . 2 5 E + 0 7 
3 . 6 4 E + 0 9 

3 . 6 0 E t 0 9 
4 . 2 5 E + 0 7 
3 .6AE+09 

3 . 6 0 6 * 0 9 
4 . 2 S E * 0 7 
3 . 6 4 E * 0 9 

3 . 6 0 6 * 0 9 
4 . 2 3 6 * 0 7 
3 . 6 4 6 * 0 9 

3 . 6 0 E « 0 9 
4 . 2 5 E * 0 7 
3 . 0 4 E * 0 9 

3 . ^ J E * 0 9 
4 . ! S E * 0 7 
3T17E*09 

3 . 6 0 E > 0 9 
4 , 2 S E » 0 7 
3 . 6 4 E * 0 9 

3 . Cf: "J9 

5 r - 9 0 3 . 3 5 S * 0 2 . 
: s - i » S . S E < 0 3 
2>- ' lo 6 . 0 E * 0 3 
1 - 1 M 1 . 9 E - 0 4 
F i s s i o n T r o d u e t 

T o t a l 6 . 8 9 E « 0 3 

2 0 
3 0 

5 . 2 4 
1 . 6 E » 0 7 

2.<e-<n 
2 . 3 6 - 0 2 

1 . 3 2 6 - 0 1 
4 . 3 3 6 - 0 8 

3 6 - 0 7 
2 6 - 0 5 
3 6 - 0 5 
6 6 - 0 8 

1.12E*-1S 
2 . 7 S E * 1 3 
2 . 0 0 E * U 
3 . 1 7 E * 0 9 

1 . 3 5 E * 1 S 

B.7BE+14 
2 . 1 8 6 * 1 3 
5 . 3 3 E » 1 3 
3 . 1 7 E * 0 9 

9 . 5 3 E * 1 4 

3 . 3 5 6 * 1 4 
8 . 6 7 6 * 1 2 
2 . 7 0 6 * 1 1 
3 . 1 7 6 * 0 9 

3 . 4 4 6 * 1 4 

1 . 0 1 6 * 1 4 
2 . 7 3 6 * 1 2 
3 . 6 3 6 + 0 0 
3 . 1 7 6 * 0 9 

1 . 0 4 E - 1 4 

0 . 1 0 E H 2 
2 . 7 2 E ' I ) 
6 . J 9 C 0 2 
3 . 1 7 6 * 0 9 

9 . 3 B C * 1 2 

B .21E*11 
2 . 7 0 E * 1 0 

3 . 1 7 E * 0 9 . 

e . 5 1 £ * l l 

7 . 4 1 E * 1 0 
2,i''BE*09 

« 3 . 1 7 6 + 0 9 

0 . 0 0 E + 1 0 

6 . W E 

'10 

T01AL 7 . 9 4 E » 0 3 1 .3BE+1S 9 .70E+14 , 3 . 5 5 6 * 1 4 1 . 1 2 6 * 1 4 1 . 5 5 E - H 3 S . 9 3 E * 1 2 A.«2E*1Z 3.BCL • 1 2 
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Table 4 
Maximum Concentrations Expected 

from On-Site Hull Burial 

Mechanism 3 
Total Inventory Mechanisms 1 & 2 Max Fraction Mechanism 4 Mechanism 5 

Itope a f ter 30 yrs 
curies 

Fraction Escape at Discharge Decay Cone in Stream 
Hc/ec 

Co-60 4.45E+07 1E-07 8E-08 E-100 E-100 
Sr-90 7.2E+06 4E-06 E-100 E-100 
1-129 5.7E 00 8E-05 0.998 1.5E-20 
Cs-137 1.2E+07 8E-Q8 E-IQQ E-IOQ 
Pu-238 5.9E+0S E-100 E-100 
Pu-239 5.1E+04 1.6E-29 2E-A7 
Pu-240 9.6E+04 E-100 E-100 
Ftt-241 1.05E+07 E-100 E-100 
Pu-242 S.4E+02 1.4E-02 ZE-22 
Am-241 5.1E+04 E-100 E-100 
Am-243 1.Q5E+04 2.3E-89 E-100 
Cm-242 1.65E+05 E-100 E-100 
Cu-244 1.25E+06 \ ' > / E-100 E-100 



Tabls 3 CeantJ 
Hazard Index of Hull* 

p*$* 2 of 3 

Haxard Index a f t e r Decav. ce/tonn* 
Isotope LODO y » 5000 yes IO»OOQ ye t 46.(000 yt% 100*000 yif» 500,000 yr» 1,000,000 5TB 2, 000,000 y r t 3,000,000 y r s 4,000,000 y r s 5,000,OOt) yrs 

LQ.9U.23B 
ljjU.234 
Wh-230 
WU-22G 
Cinln Total 

1.4BE+09 
2 70E*0fl 
3.06E+07 
3.<i8E*0B 
2.13E+09 

2.67E+08 
1.672+09 
6.53E+09 
6.96EHJ9 

2.63E+0B 
3.2.BE+0B 
1.70E+10 
1.78B+10 

2.35E*06 
t.32£*0S 
S.S1E*10 
S,67EtlO 

2.05E*08 
2.0IE*09 
1.32E+L1 
1.35E+U 

6.66E+07 
L.40E+09 
9.38E+1Q 
9.S3E+10 

l.*4E*07 
3.43&+06 
2.43E+10 
2.47E*10 

9«27E*05 
2.20E+&? 
1.48E*09 
1.50E+09 

5.01B+04 
1.33E+0& 
fl.95E+07 
9.09E+O7 

3.64E+03 
6.07E+O4 
5.42G+06 
5.30E*0i 

2.2DE»02 
4.f.'JE«03 

l> Am-2.41 
^,!|>-237 
'•U.232 

l ia l i t Total 

1.24SM2 
I.2IE*09 
3,1&E»P5 
1.24E*L 2 

2.93B+09 
1.56E*0» 
2,6GE+06 
4., 5 .̂E*P9 

l,32E+Ofi 
1.56Z+09 
6.1DE+D6 
1.61E+09 

l.S4E*09 
2,95E+07 
1.6 IE*09 

1.51E+C9 
5.32E+D7 
1,6 IP, 4-09 

l.33E*09 
I.24E+OB 
1.49E+09 

1.13E+09 
1.2OE+0B 
1.29E*09 

8.L9E+DB 
8.86E+D7 
9.32E+DB 

5.92B+OB 
6.41E+07 
6,7iE+oa 

4.29E«-OB 
4.64E*07 
i.,B3EfO0 

3.1t t -C5 

'-,Pu-240 

Ciutn Total 

6.10E+ LI 

6 .10Ctu 

4.00E+U 
5.44E+07 
4.00E+U 

2.36EU1 
6.13E+G7 
2.36E+1L 

3.S1E+0? 
7.S5E+07 
3.58E-»0? 

I.B2E+07 
7.25F-+07 
9.07E*07 

7.17E+07 
7.17E+07 

7.07E+07 
7.07E+07 

6.78E+07 
6.87E+07 

6.&7R+07 
6.67E+Q7 

6.48E*07 
C.48E*Q7 6.WL.07 

A.,..243 
^Tu-239 
I-.U-Z35 

8.02E+IO 
3.32EHI 
2,97E*06 
4.16E*11 

5.66E+10 
3.02O11 
3.IHE+DS 
3.61E+11 

3.66E+10 
2.67E+11 
3.41E*06 
S.DJEtU 

1.12E+09 
9.00E-tlO 
4„4BEtO& 
9.11E+10 

L.44E+07 
2.19E*1Q 
4,87Et06 
2.18E+10 

2.53E+05 
4.99E+0& 
5.25E+06 

4.99E+Q& 
4.99E+06 

4.99E+0& 
4.99E40& 

4.9BE+06 
4.9BE+06 

4.9BE+06 
4.9BE*06 

i.WM 
t t u t n Total 

8.02E+IO 
3.32EHI 
2,97E*06 
4.16E*11 

5.66E+10 
3.02O11 
3.IHE+DS 
3.61E+11 

3.66E+10 
2.67E+11 
3.41E*06 
S.DJEtU 

1.12E+09 
9.00E-tlO 
4„4BEtO& 
9.11E+10 

L.44E+07 
2.19E*1Q 
4,87Et06 
2.18E+10 

2.53E+05 
4.99E+0& 
5.25E+06 

4.99E+Q& 
4.99E+06 

4.99E+0& 
4.99E40& 

4.9BE+06 
4.9BE+06 

4.9BE+06 
4.9BE*06 t .«7i. .Si 

l'n-242 3.S0C-O9 
4.2SE»t>? 
3.63E*D9 

3.575*09 
*^25E*07 
J.61E»0» 

3.54E+09 
4.25E+07 
J.JSB*09 

3.Z9E+09 
t.25E+07 
3.33E*Q9 

3.0DE*I>9 
4.2SE«0? 
3.04G»09 

i;44E+09 
4.2SE+07 
1.48E+09 

5.79E+OB 
4.25E+07 
fi.22E*08 

9.31E+07 
4.25E+07 
1.36E+OB 

1,50X^07 
4 r25E+07 
5.75E+Q7 

4.25E«07 f...>5!..07 
C'luin Total 

3.S0C-O9 
4.2SE»t>? 
3.63E*D9 

3.575*09 
*^25E*07 
J.61E»0» 

3.54E+09 
4.25E+07 
J.JSB*09 

3.Z9E+09 
t.25E+07 
3.33E*Q9 

3.0DE*I>9 
4.2SE«0? 
3.04G»09 

i;44E+09 
4.2SE+07 
1.48E+09 

5.79E+OB 
4.25E+07 
fi.22E*08 

9.31E+07 
4.25E+07 
1.36E+OB 

1,50X^07 
4 r25E+07 
5.75E+Q7 4.49E«Q7 4.ME.01 

Co-tQ 
1*129 

i.0CE»04 
2,see*03 

Xd3£&21 
luce 

3. 17E+09 

3.17E*Q9 

3,17E-09 

3.17E+09 

3.17E+00 

3.16E+09 

3,16t>09 

3.I5E+09 

3.15E+09 

3.10E+09 3.03E+09 

3.03E*09 

2.90E+D9 

2.90E+09 

2.78E+09 

3.7SE+09 

2.66E+09 

2.66E+09 

2.J5E-IH 
I ias lan Pro* 

Total 

i.0CE»04 
2,see*03 

Xd3£&21 
luce 

3. 17E+09 

3.17E*Q9 

3,17E-09 

3.17E+09 

3.17E+00 

3.16E+09 

3,16t>09 

3.I5E+09 

3.15E+09 3.10B+09 

3.03E+09 

3.03E*09 

2.90E+D9 

2.90E+09 

2.78E+09 

3.7SE+09 

2.66E+09 

2.66E+09 2.JJC-M 

TOtAL 2.27E+11 7.79E*U 3.67E*U I»MS* 11 l .63E»U 1.01E+U 2.97E*10 5.54E*09 3,67Ef09 3.27E*09 3 , 0 0 f M 

http://Lq.9u.23B


Table 3 (cont) page 3 of 3 
Hazard Index of Hulls' 

Hazard Index a f te r Deeavi ce/tonne 
I90tope 1E+07 yrs 5E+07 yrs 1E+08 yrB 2E+08 yrs 3E+08 yrs 4E+08 yrs 5E+08 yrs 

Cin-242 _ - - - - - -
V>pu.238 - - - - - - -
UC-234 - - - - - - -(jlh-230 - - - - - - -wRa-226 - - - - - - -Chain Total - - - - - - -
K»-24l . . - . . - . 
L»Aia-241 - - - - - - -wXp-237 6.15B+07 1.46E+02 - - - - -utJ-233 6.6SE+06 1.S8E+01 • • - . . -Chain Total 7.OOE+07 1.67E+02 - - - - -
Cn-244 . . - _ . . . 
LsFu-240 . > - • - - • 
Li'-236 5.45E+07 

5.45E+07 
1.71E+07 
1.71E+07 

4.01E+06 
4.01E+D6 

2.21E+05 
2.21E+05 

1.22E+04 6.72E+02 
6.72E+02 

3.70E+01 
Chain Total 

5.45E+07 
5.45E+07 

1.71E+07 
1.71E+07 

4.01E+06 
4.01E+D6 

2.21E+05 
2.21E+05 1.22E+04 

6.72E+02 
6.72E+02 3.70E+01 

An-243 .. . - - . - • 

l$?u-239 - . . . . . . 
LsP-235 4.95E*06 4.76E+06 4.53E+06 4.UE-KI6 3.73E+06 3.38E+06 3.07E-C06 

Chain Total 4.95E+06 4.76E+06 4.53E+06 4. UE+06 3.73E+06 3.38E+06 3.07E+06 

Pu-242 4.15E+01 . . _ . _ _ 
1*1'-238 4.24B+07 4.22E+07 4.19E+07 4.12E+07 4.06E+07 4.O0E+07 3.94E+07 
Chain Total 4.24E*07 4.22E+07 4.19E+07 4.12E+07 4.06E+07 4.00E+07 3.94E+07 
Sr-90 . . . _ * „ . 
Cs-137 . . _ _ . _ -Co-60 . . . . . . . 
1-129 2.05E+09 3.64E+08 4.17E+07 5.50E+05 7.25E+03 9.55E+01 1.26E 00 
Fission Product 

Total 2.05E+09 3.64E+0B 4.17E+07 S.50E+05 7.25E+03 9.55E+01 1.26E 00 
TOTAL 2.22E+09 4.28E+08 9.20E+07 4.61E+07 '4.43E+07 4.34E+07 4.25E+07 
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2.0 RADIOACTIVE WASTE FOKMS AND VOLUMES 

The radioactive waste types and volumes generated by fuel cycle activ
ities depend on the fuel cycle and the number of reactors being serviced. As
suming recycle of both uranium and plutonium, the generation of the following 
types of radioactive wastes can be expected: 

Reactor Wastes -
Filters 
Adsorbents 
Resins 
General trash 
Aqueous slurries 
Failed hardware 
Failed equipment 

Reprocessing Wastes -
Solidified intermediate-level waste 
Spent fuel cladding 
Reactor and fuel hardware 
Large failed process equipment 
General trash 
Ventilation filters 

Plutonium Oxide Conversion Hastes -
Solidified liquid waste 
Resins 
General trash 
Failed equipment 
Ventilation filters 

Mixed-Oxide Fuel Fabrication Hastes -
Solidified liquid waste 
Resins 
General trash 
Failed equipment 
Ventilation filters 

Decontamination and decommissioning wastes will also be generated from all of 
the above facilities. In addition future waste forms may include noble-gas 
fission products, fission product iodine and carbon-14- There are also radio
active waste sources not associated with the nuclear fuel cycle including var
ious hospital and clinical radioactive wastes. 
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Haste Classification System 
W A Rodger—E D North 

A review of the Second Draft Working Document on the Classification 

of Nuclear Wastes indicates that the term "classification system" can be 

Interpreted to have at least two different meanings. The first meaning *s 

basically a descriptive system! e.g. the KAROL-EOST system based upon several 

characteristics of the waste. It can be described as a multi-matrix system. 

Others have devised what can best be described as a functional system 

based upon the ultimate disposal nethod for a particular waste. These are 

usually simple, one dimensional matrix systems. Examples of the latter 

type are those given by Toy and Soule. Toy's system is based 

upon the length of tiae the waste is under control. Soule's system on the 

other hand is based upon the type of disposal; i.e. either shallow land burial 

or geologic isolation with the latter further subdivided according to heat and 

shielding requirements. 

It appears that some combination of the latter two systems would have 

great application to the regulatory problem, which is basically to set 

guidelines for the safe disposal of a broad category of nuclear wastes so as 

to provide adequate protection of the public. 
m 

Starting with such a combination calculations have been made 

for tentative dividing lines between the various classes with 
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** , 

due recognition of the effect of age upon the hazard of the. waste to water 

supplies and to the inadvertent intruder. 

Three buad categories of waste are considered: 

1) Releasable: waste which can be released to the biosphere without 

undue hazard to the public. 

2) Short duration confinement: those wastes requiring surveillance for 

a period of tine within the limits of institutional lifetimes 

(taken as 100 years to be conservative). Shallow land burial is 

aa example. 

3) Geologic isolation: those wastes requir->g confinement for a period 

of time greater than the limits of institutional life tines. 

Vbile this system is simple and straightforward, the setting of the 

limits between them is certainly much more complicated. Placing certain 

restrictions upon the system of short duration confinement will aid in 

simplifying Che problem. Among these are: 

1) Short duration confinement will be limited to areas where soils have 

low permeability or where the rainfall is low so that migration 

through the soil can be shown to be very low. 

2) Soils in the area will be required to have some minimum amount of 

lon'exchange capacity for the moderately long half-lived isotopes 

such as Sr and Cs. 
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3) Active monitoring will be maintained for a period of not less 

Chan 100 years. During the period of active surveillance leakage 

Co a water supply can be detected and corrected if necessary, 

and intrusion can be prevented. Loss of control thereafter, 

while not at all certain, will be of little consequence. 

The principal problem with short duration confinement is the con

centration of TRU waste which will be permitted such that a "stumbler" 

at any time after 100 years will be adequately protected. Bernard Cohen 

has investigated this problem and has provided guidelines which can be 

used to set an upper limit for the protection of the stumbler. Cohen has 

calculated that ingestion or inhalation of the following quantities of 

TRU waste would be required to cause a health effect Cafter a latency 

period of 15-45 years): 

Fu-239 1A0C ng (85 uCi) 

Reactor grade Eu 260 tig (3 g/Ci) 

Ingestion 

Reactor grade Pu 2.3 x 10 ug (2.3 g) 

Since the amount of reactor grade Fu required to produce a health 

effect by ingestion is so large, the inhalation dose is controlling and 

will be considered further. The problem becomes one of determining how 

much dust the stumbler is likely to inhale and then limiting the TRU con

centration In buried waste such that he will not inhale more than the 

equivalent of 1400 jig of Pu-239. 
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Let us assume that at some time after 100 years an archeologicat 

expedition starts digging in the area to find artifacts left over from the 

earlier civilisation. Let us suppose they dig around all summer (archeologists 

don't like digging in cold weather)• end that they spend 1000 hours at the 

site stirring up dust. The dust loading to be expected in such an operation 
3 3 

is not likely to be greater than 10 rag/m and a human breathes about 1 m /hr. 

Thus the stumbler conceivably could inhale as much as 10 g of dust in his 

1000 hours of digging. 

How let us take a look at the activity of the waste at that time. 

Tables 1 and 2 show the TRU composition of typical wastes at the time of 

burial and after 100 years. 

Table 1 shows the characteristics of mixed wastes assuming plutoniura 

recycle is approved and put into use. The waste composition assumes that 75Z 

of the waste comes from.conventional light water reactors and that 25Z of 

Che waste comes from reactors fueled with recycled plutonium. Haste from 

recycled plutonium fuel has a higher TRU content, especially curium and 

americtua. The curium isotopes have short half-lives and thus decay away 

In a relatively short time, but they add significantly to the TRU content 

at the time of burial. 

Table 2 shows the characteristics of waste from uranium-burning 

light water reactors representative of average current operations: 

3.3Z U-235 enrichment and 25,000 MWD/T. 



Table 1 
Characteristics of TRU Waste 

from LWR and Mixed Oxide Reactjors 

At Time of Bur-ial At 100 years 
Half-Life grams/ curie/ gram/ curie/ gram/ 

Isotope years curie tonne tonne tonne tonne 
Cm-242 0.5 3.4E-03 5.1E+04 1.7E02 - -
Cm--i4 17.5 1.2E-02 1.4E+04 1.7E02 2.7E02 3.2&EIJ 
Pu-238 86 5.7E-02 6.7E+01 3.8E00 3.0E01 1.70E0O 
Am-241 460 3.1E-01 3.5E+02 1.1E02 3.5E02 1.09E02 
Su-240 6,600 4.4E 00 9.6E 00 4.2E01 4.7S01 2.07E02 
Am-243 7,800 5-3E 00 7-0E+01 3.7E02 7.0E01 3.68E02 
Pu-2'9 24,500 1.6E+01 5. IE 00 7.9E01 5.1E00 7.85E0! 

Total 6.6E 04 9.5E02 7.72E02 7.67E02 

grams/curie 
curies/gram 

O.OlA 
70 ~ 1 

Ai 100 years Pu-239 = 7.85E01 = 10% of mass 
7.67E02 

• 5.1 s 0.7% of activity 
7.72E02 

Then mixture has 0.1 = 14 tines as much radiation as Pu-239 
0.007 

Therefore inhalation limit is 1400 = 100 V-g or uc of the mixture 
14 



Table 2 
Characteristics of TRU Waste 

from Light Water Reactors (UO. Fueled) 

At Burial At 100 years 
Half-Life grams/ 

Isotope Years. curie Ci/T xa Ci/T &il 
Cm-242 0 .5 3.4E-03 9.1E02 3 .1 - -
Cm-244 17.5 1.2E-02 2.6E02 3 .1 4.9E00 5.9E-02 
Fu-238 86 5.7E-02 7.4E00 0.42 3-3EOO 1.9E-0X 
Am-241 460 3.1E-01 4.5E01 14.0 3.9E01 1.2E 01 
Pu-240 6,600 4.4E 00 3.2E00 14.2 3.2E00 Z.4E 01 
Am-243 7,800 5.3E 00 8.9E0O 47.0 8.9E00 4.7E 01 
Pu-239 24i500 1.6E-01 1.7E0O 27.4 1.7E0O 2.7E 01 

curies/gram 

1.24E03 

11.4 

109.2 6.1E01 

0 .61 

1.0E 02 

Ratio: Ci at Burial 
Ci at 100 yrs 

20 

At 100 years Pu-239 = 27_ = 27Z of actinide mass 
100 

= 1.7 = 2.831 of actinide activity 
61 

Then mixture has 0.27 = 9.64 times the activity of Fu-239 
O.C28 

Therefore the inhalation limit at 100 years is 1400 = 14S )ig or 89 jiCi 
9.64 
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Both tables assume 0.5% of plutonium and 100% of curium and americium 

are in the waste. 

It will be seen that the same conclusion is arrived at using either table. 

From Table 1 it can be seen that after 100 years Pu-239 represent 10% 

of the mass of the transuranics but contributes only 0.7% of the activity 

in the waste. Thus the 100-year TRU waste from mixed fuels is some 14 times 

the hazard of Pu-239. The inhalation dose for one health effect at a waste 

age of 100 years is thus 1400 = 100 |ig as compared to Cohen's 1400 ug for 
14 

Pu-239. Furthermore the activity of the 100-year waste is about 1 Ci/gram, 

a factor of 70 below the waste as buried. The lung burden which was cal

culated for the stumbler was 10 g of dust. Therefore the concentration of 

that dust which would be required to produce one health effect is 10 jiCi/gram. 

To be conservative, the lung burden was then arbitrarily reduced to 10% the 

amount required for a latent health effect. This would then give as the 

suggested limit for shallow burial, liiCi/gram calculated at 100 years. This 

is equivalent for mixed oxide fuel sources to 70 jiCi/gram at time of burial. 

Similar calculations based on Table 2 for waste from current light 

water reactors show that Pu-239 represent! 27% of the actinide mass but 

contributes only 2.8% of the actinide activity. Thus the 100-year TRU waste 

from LWR is 9.64 times the hazard of Pu-239. The inhalati* dose for one 

health effect for this waste is 1400 = 145 mg or 89 uCi. This amount of 
9.64 

waste in 10 g of dust gives an allowable TRU concentration at 100 years of 

8.9 uCi/gram. Again erbitrarily reducing this level by a factor of 10 gives 

a TRU limit of 0.9 iiCi'E—which can be rounded to 1 ̂ Ci/g at 100 years. The 

comparable limit at time of burial would be 20 -̂ Ci/gram. 
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Assuming that plutonium recycle will ultimately be approved and mixed 

wastes will ultimately be produced, an average limit for as-buried waste 

S M a s appropriate. On this basis the recommended TRU limits for short 

duration coni.nement would bet 

TMI 1 uCi/g at 100 years . 

HASTE 50 itCl/g at burial. 

•y • Similar rationale using ratios of the airborne MFC from 10 CFR 20, 

the limits for the controlling P-Y emitter, Sr-90, can also be determined. 

BETA. 70 |iCi/g at 100 years 

GAMMA 700 liCi/g at burial. 
HASTE 

Comparable limits cant of course, be calculated for other 8-Y emitters. 

These limits, then, set the maximum allowable concentrations of TRU 

and 5r-90 in waste C/» be consigned to short duration confinement. All waste 

above these concentrations would go to geologic disposal. 

The other boundary, the lower one, is the maximum concentration that can 

be released to the biosphere without endangering the public in any way. 

For TRU waste, the limit has been set by others at 10 nCi/g, camparable to 

naturally occurring radioactive ores. A similar value for Sr-90 is about 

ISO VCi/g based on the ratio of liquid MFCs. These limits, of course, 

apply at the time of disposal. 
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Now let us consider these proposed limits in relation to the operating 

experience of one burial Site—that at West Valley. During the period 

1963-1974, NFS buried some 2,000,000 cubic feet of low level waste at West 

Valley. Vest Valley limits low level waste to not more than 0.2 Ci per ;ubic 

foot so as much as 400,000 Ci could have been buried. Some 45X of the waste 

came from reactors and from the NFS operation. The balance of the waste cane 

from hospitals and other institutions and is most probably tritium rather than 

the Sr and Cs from reactors. The long half-lived (over 1 year) isotopes from 

* typical reactor (average of 1 BWR to 3 FWR's) is shown below: 

Average Reactor Waste 
Sr-90 25 ci/year 
Cs-134 2100 
Cs-137 2100 
Fe-55 350 
Co-cO 260 

4835 Ci/yr. 
Apportioning the 400,000 CI between tritium and reactor waste, 

and applying the above ratios of Isotopes to the approximately 160,000 

curies of reactor waste, the West Valley burial area composition at 

burial and after 100 years is estimated to be as shown below: 
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West Valley Low Level Waste 

Isotope Half 
Life 

10.6 yrs 

As Buried 
Curias 

220.000 

At 100 years 
Curies 

H-3 

Half 
Life 

10.6 yrs 

As Buried 
Curias 

220.000 320 
Sr-90 27.7 936 77 
Cs-134 2.0 78,000 -0-
Cs-137 30 78.000 7700 
•*e-S5 2.6 13,000 -0-
Co-60 5.3 10,000 0.01 

400,000 8097 

How assuming that the waste averages 40 lb/cu ft, the fJ-Y concentration 

of the waste is 11 iiCi/g at burial and 0.22 uCi/g at 100 years. These 

.levels are far below those suggested above as required to protect the 

•tumbler. In the interest of more efficient use of burial grounds, perhaps 
3 the 0.2 Ci/ft limit should be increased. 

As discussed in the TAP meetings, it is reasonable to assume that 

In any handling of radioactive materials, there is bound Co be some 

•pillage,- and thus some radioactivity may be found on the surface in 

the burial area and in local surface waters. Let us assume that West 

Valley*had spilled a 10~ fraction of the annual input to the burial 

area and that it all ended up in Cattaraugus Creek which has an annual 

flow of 3E14 ee. Even at this amount of spillage, the concentration 

in the creek would be far below HPC as shown below: 
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NUCLEAR SAFETY ASSOCIATES 

Isotope Annual 
Saillaee 
curies 
2.0E-02 

Cone, 
in Creek ' 

6.4E-11 

MBC 

3E-03 

Fraction 
HEC 

H-3 

Annual 
Saillaee 
curies 
2.0E-02 

Cone, 
in Creek ' 

6.4E-11 

MBC 

3E-03 2E-08 

Sr-90 8.5E-05 2.7E-13 3E-07 1E-06 

Cs-134 7.1E-03 2.3E-U 9E-03 3E-09 

Cs-137 7.1B-03 2.3E-11 2E-OS 1E-06 

Fe-S5 1.2E-03 3.8E-12 SE-04 5E-09 

Co-60 9. IE-04 2.9E-12 5E-05 6E-0S 

These levels are below the minimum detectable, even with the sophisticated 

instrumentation available today. They are also below any level that would 

create a hazard to the public. It must be emphasized that these are direct 

losses to the creek resulting from mishandling. They are definitely not 

leakage through the soil—leakage losses will show up. if ever, at a much 

"later date and at a much lower annual rate. 

West Valley (and most of the other commercial burial sicesJ does not 

now bury TRU low level waste. Let us assume, however, chat all waste buried bad beer. 

TRU waste at 50 nCi/g, our proposed limit, and furtheri let us assume that a 10 

fraction had been is spilled into the creek. At 200,000 cu ft per year at 

40 lbfcu ft, the annual TRU burial would be 1.8E11 jiCi. The spillage 

losses to the creek would be 1.8E0S jiCi/year utd the concentration in the 

creek would be 6E-10 uCi/ml. This is 0.00012 tines HEC, hardly a. hazard to 

any body. 
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Mow let us take a look st the erosion problem. West Valley receives 

about 45 inches of rain per year and the solids concentration in the local creeks 

is about 100 ppm. At this rate the indicated surface erosion is about 0.023 lb 

solids per square foot per year. The buripl area is about 23 acres so about 

170 cubic feet of soil is going down the creek each year. At this rate, 

it would take about 24,000 years for the four feet of cover to be eroded 

away. But erosion does not usually procede uniformly from the surface, it 

usually cuts gullies and therefore let us assume that the entire 170 cubic 

feet annual erosion is soil (140 lb/ft ) contaminated at 1 uCi/g XRCf at 

100 years. At this rate, the annual contribution to Cattaraugus Creek would 

be-l.lE07 JiCi. Even at this untealistically high rate, the concentration 

in the creek would be only 4E-08 VCi/ml or 0.006 times HFC. Again this level 

which is ucdoubtably high is hardly a hazard to the public. 

Thus we conclude that the West Valley site could operate at the 

suggested TRO limits whilst maintaining releases from the site by handling 

losses or by erosion at levels well below those which could cause any 

hazard to the public. 

No limits on the upper side have been set for geological containment 

since, by definition, these will be suitably contained for sufficient.time to 

decay to innocuous levels before entering the biosphere. Presumably the 

repository officials will set a maximum allowable heat rate based upon the 

characteristics of the repository. They will also undoubtably set a limit 

on the maximum radiation level for a package requiring shielding. This is a 

problem for ERDA rather than the KRC. 
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As a result of these studies it Is recommended that the following 

guidelines be used to define the boundaries between the three classes of 

radioactive waste. 

Radioactive Waste 

1 
Short Duration 
ConfineigeoS,,,. 

Geological 
Confinement 

Max Cone Max Cone 

1 pCi/g @ 100 yr N/A 
SO jiCi/g @ burial 

70 jiCi/g @ 100 yr N/A 

700 iiCi/g @ burial 

keleasable 

Max Cone 

TRU 10 nCi/g 

Sr-90 ISO nCi/g 

For a discussion of the maximum inventory at a short duration confinement 
site, see attachment A. 
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Bases for Determine Inventory Limits 
In addition to the concentration limits specified previously for limiting 

burial in shallow land areas, there might also be total inventory limits 
which are site specific and which are calculated for specific Isotopea based 
on the following principles. It should be left to the site operator to 
apportion these total site limitations, if any, by area, year, and customer. 

1) A fractional annual escape of 10* of the total inventory shall be 
assumed to escape the burial trenches. 

2) Based on site specific data credit can then be taken fcr Che 
following holdup mechanisms as can be appropriately demonstrated: 
a) Retention on soil between burial trench and point of entry to 

any surface water course, or point of potential use of any 
aquifer. 

b) Decay during ttavel between trenches and point of use or point 
of emergence. 

c) Dilution in watercourse or aquifer. 
d) Any other site specific mechanisms which can be shown by reasonable 

experimental data to be present and operative. 
3) The concentration in water at the point of emergence or potential use 

shall not exceed for any isotope 
0.1* of MPC (10 CFR Fart 20). 

As an example of how such calculations might work, and to compare the 
limitations which might result with those which would result from the 
suggested concentration limits, consider a site with the following characteristics. 

Soil: Porosity 0.15 
Density Z g/cc 
Ion Exchange Co-60 2500 meg/gram solid 
Constants Sr-90 50 meq/cc liquid 

H-3 1 » 
Pu-239 2500 •• 
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Area: 
Volume: 
Minimum 
Distance to 
ET- rgence: 
Rate of 
Wat^r 
Movement: 
Flow in 
Surface 
Stream 0 point 
of emergence: 

250 acres total useable 
2E08 cu ft @. 20 ft depth 

100 ft' 3000 cm 

0.1 cm/day 

10 cc/sec ^ 350 CFS 

Based on calculations similar to those in "Critical Evaluation", the 
allowable inventories of the four isotopes listed above would be: 

Reduction Factors by: 

Release Retention 
Allowable Allowable 

Isotope 
Co-60 
Sr-90 
H-3 
Ptt-239 

from 
Trench 
12-06 
tE-06 
JE-03a 

1E-06 

Decay annual 
on 
Soil 
8E-08 
4E-06 
1.0 
8E-0S 

During 0.001 Release. 
Travel MFC Curies 

C E-100 
CE-100 

1E-02 
1.6E-29 

3E-08 9.5 
3E-10 9.5E-02 
3E-06 9.5E+02 
5E-09 1.6 

Site 
Inventory 
curies 
>EI00 
^ElOO 
1E09 
1E42 

In effect for all reasonable situations there is no inventory limit 
which has any meaning—the concentration will be controlling. 

a estimated 
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